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			New Arrivals#html-body [data-pb-style=C0LHWE4]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=R9G50FX]{margin-top:40px}#html-body [data-pb-style=R9G50FX],#html-body [data-pb-style=UBWIX98],#html-body [data-pb-style=VMIACW8]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll}#html-body [data-pb-style=FFTOOJT]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=JNLYN4H]{display:none;border-style:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=EVNH5H9],#html-body [data-pb-style=JT6B5I8]{max-width:100%;height:auto}@media only screen and (max-width: 768px) { #html-body [data-pb-style=JNLYN4H]{border-style:none} }New Gold & Silver Coins and Bullion Here at ModernCoinMart, our inventory is constantly changing. What’s here one day may be gone the next or vice versa. MCM is buying on a daily basis to provide you with the best selection of coins and bullion possible. While some inventory additions are predictable, remember that MCM buys coins and sometimes entire collections from collectors too. There’s no way to know in advance everything that will be added to our inventory, so the next best option is to keep an eye on this page. Checking the New Arrivals page frequently is the most efficient way to see our new inventory. You never know when we might come across that key date classic coin or the perfect new modern coin for your collection. It’s no secret that popular coins can, and often do sell out very quickly. There is no way to know how long our inventory of any given coin will last. One thing is certain though, coins and bullion move fast, especially when everyone is looking for a key date or popular…
	Coming Soon
	Pre-Sale#html-body [data-pb-style=JVCONA7]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=N68AVMP]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px}New Silver & Gold Coin Releases Do you have to have the newest coins before your friends? Do you take pride in already owning great new coins that everyone else has to hunt for after the release? Then the Pre-Sale page is something you’ll want to keep a close eye on. For many annually issued coins, like the Silver Eagle, Silver Britannia, or Gold Eagle, there’s an official release date that’s made public beforehand. Many commemoratives also have a release date that’s given to the public, especially those from the US Mint. Other major Mints have official release dates as well, like the Perth Mint and the British Royal Mint. When you know a coin you want will be released soon, look here. Coins on this page aren’t in stock yet, but you can pre-order them to make sure you get what you want. When you pre-order a coin from MCM, not only can you be sure you’ll get one, you can be sure you’ll receive it as soon as possible. Pre-ordering coins from MCM is a great way to make sure that you get the latest issues of your favorite coins quickly and easily. When you’re done here on…
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	Silver#html-body [data-pb-style=PCFDB24]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll}#html-body [data-pb-style=MF177RH]{display:none;border-style:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=TL9DKEY],#html-body [data-pb-style=UJGBAW9]{max-width:100%;height:auto}#html-body [data-pb-style=KE40RUV]{display:none}@media only screen and (max-width: 768px) { #html-body [data-pb-style=MF177RH]{border-style:none} }Get ready for our site-wide Cyber Monday sale, running from now until 4 PM ET on November 29th! While live-priced items are excluded, spend $100+ on eligible items and use code “CM10” at checkout to enjoy a $10 discount. Explore an array of products and grab fantastic deals—it’s the perfect time to shop for the holidays! Offer may not be applied on prior purchases, and may not be applied to sales tax, shipping or handling charges. Offer not valid for purchase of bullion or live-priced products. Void if copied, transferred, sold or where prohibited by law. Not redeemable for cash except where required by law. Cash value .01. Offer expires on the date listed. Company reserves the right to cancel an order due to unauthorized use or other unexpected error, or to modify or cancel an Offer due to system error or unforeseen problems, without additional or advance notice to you. *Coupons exclude items listed in Today’s Deals. Discounted items are not eligible for coupon use.*. Click here for our Terms of Use.
	
		
			U.S. Silver Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=U611X2D]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=TUM6KG5]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}The United States Mint has been America’s sole manufacturer of legal tender coins since the U.S. first began minting coins in 1792. In addition to minting the circulating pocket change that fuels everyday transactions, the U.S. Mint has created many series of beautiful numismatic silver coins.   Popular series of U.S. Coins include American Silver Eagles (considered by many to be one of the most beautiful silver coins ever minted), America The Beautiful Coins (5 oz. of .999 fine silver), Modern Silver Commemoratives (honoring historic U.S. anniversaries and events), Silver Morgan Dollars (a classic U.S. Coin), and Silver Peace Dollars (minted to honor the end of World War I).   Today’s American silver coins are currently struck at four U.S. Branch mints, each identified by their individual mint marks: Philadelphia (P), Denver (D), San Francisco (S), and West Point (W). Issues from the Philadelphia Mint are not always struck with the (P) mint mark. Older coins may also feature “CC” or “O” mint marks – identifying them as products from the Carson City and New Orleans mints, respectively – both of which ceased production around the turn of the 20th Century.   Whether you choose U.S. silver coins for their affordable precious metal content, their intricate designs,…
				View All U.S. Silver Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=U611X2D]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=TUM6KG5]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}The United States Mint has been America’s sole manufacturer of legal tender coins since the U.S. first began minting coins in 1792. In addition to minting the circulating pocket change that fuels everyday transactions, the U.S. Mint has created many series of beautiful numismatic silver coins.   Popular series of U.S. Coins include American Silver Eagles (considered by many to be one of the most beautiful silver coins ever minted), America The Beautiful Coins (5 oz. of .999 fine silver), Modern Silver Commemoratives (honoring historic U.S. anniversaries and events), Silver Morgan Dollars (a classic U.S. Coin), and Silver Peace Dollars (minted to honor the end of World War I).   Today’s American silver coins are currently struck at four U.S. Branch mints, each identified by their individual mint marks: Philadelphia (P), Denver (D), San Francisco (S), and West Point (W). Issues from the Philadelphia Mint are not always struck with the (P) mint mark. Older coins may also feature “CC” or “O” mint marks – identifying them as products from the Carson City and New Orleans mints, respectively – both of which ceased production around the turn of the 20th Century.   Whether you choose U.S. silver coins for their affordable precious metal content, their intricate designs,…
	Morgan Silver Dollars#html-body [data-pb-style=R4KSBW9]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=B8AS7IJ]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Morgan Silver Dollars are an endlessly fascinating coin series that can be collected in a variety of ways such as by date and Mint mark, die variety and others. The appeal of Morgans comes from a combination of their attractive design, the fact that they are large, substantial silver coins with a silver weight of .7734 ounces, their connection to American history, especially to the lure of the West, where the coins circulated much more than in other areas, and endless speculation about how many examples of specific dates and varieties exist today.   Keep reading to learn more about the iconic Morgan Dollar series!
	Peace Silver Dollars#html-body [data-pb-style=XUOUTKY]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=TAK5XFW]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}The year is 1921. The Great War is over, and the American economy is booming. The U.S. Mint strikes its last Morgan Silver Dollar and prepares to release a brand-new coin to celebrate a world finally at peace. The Peace Dollar was the last circulating 90% silver dollar ever issued in the United States!   Peace Dollars offer a physical tie to America’s past, marking a time when the world hoped for a peaceful future. Keep reading to learn more about the iconic Peace Silver Dollar and to browse our extensive inventory below.
	Modern Commemorative Silver Dollars#html-body [data-pb-style=QIQNQ60]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=FJQ0LP0]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Struck since the beginning of coinage in ancient Greek and Roman times, commemorative coins have long been a source of the news of the day, recording major events in precious metals.   The first commemorative coin authorized by the U.S. Congress was the Columbian Exposition Silver Half-Dollar. From 1892 through 1954, the U.S. Mint would produce commemorative coins for 53 different events, occasions or individuals – a total of 157 silver and gold coins.   Modern United States Silver Commemoratives continue this tradition, honoring important Americans and historic events – starting with the 1982 issue of a silver Half-Dollar honoring the 250th anniversary of George Washington’s birth, the first 90% pure silver coin minted by the United States Mint since 1964 (when the last 90% silver circulating Dimes, Quarters, and Half Dollars were minted), and the first silver  U.S. commemorative issue since 1954.   Unlike other U.S. Mint releases, these silver commemorative coins helped raise money for important causes, as well as marking important moments in American history. Since the modern commemorative coin program began in 1982, the U.S. Mint has raised more than $500 million to help build new museums, maintain national monuments like the Vietnam…
	Other U.S. Silver Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=I9Y76IE]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=TTH1ONF]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}American silver coins are among the most collected in the world.  Each coin will help you discover – or rediscover – the rich history of the nation, chronicled through sparkling silver coins that tell distinct stories of people, places, and events from all 50 states within the United States of America.   The U.S. Mint has produced American silver coinage since 1792.  As the largest coin manufacturing organization in the world, America’s sole manufacturer of legal tender coinage not only produces the circulating pocket change that fuels everyday cash transactions at small town convenience stores and  coffee shops, but the pure silver numismatic coins and bullion products that are always in demand.   Whether you choose U.S. silver coins for their affordable precious metal content, their detailed designs, or their history, ModernCoinMart can help you find the U.S. Silver coins you’re seeking, while providing a wide variety of choices.



	Great Britain Silver Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=X44NMYN]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=K921JJY]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Even some of the most diehard collectors of American coins make room in their collections for British silver coins. And it’s easy to understand why.   While the oldest U.S. coin designs span a century or two, the most venerable British coin designs trace their roots back over a thousand years or more. In fact, one of Britain’s most symbolic figures, Britannia, first appeared on a coin in 119 AD!   As Great Britain has yet to adopt the Euro, the country’s basic legal tender currency unit is the Pound, or Pound Sterling, much like U.S. currency is based on the dollar. The symbol for which is written as £. It is sometimes shown as GB£, or GBP. Since the Great Decimalization of 1971, each pound is subsequently divided into pence or pennies; there are 100 pence per pound. The eight circulating coin denominations are the £2, £1, 50 pence (p), 20p, 10p, 5p, 2p and 1 penny – and Britain’s collectible silver coins share these values.   The British Royal Mint is the official Mint of the United Kingdom and one of the most technically advanced minting facilities in the world.  Using highly skilled artisans, the Mint…
				View All Great Britain Silver Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=X44NMYN]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=K921JJY]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Even some of the most diehard collectors of American coins make room in their collections for British silver coins. And it’s easy to understand why.   While the oldest U.S. coin designs span a century or two, the most venerable British coin designs trace their roots back over a thousand years or more. In fact, one of Britain’s most symbolic figures, Britannia, first appeared on a coin in 119 AD!   As Great Britain has yet to adopt the Euro, the country’s basic legal tender currency unit is the Pound, or Pound Sterling, much like U.S. currency is based on the dollar. The symbol for which is written as £. It is sometimes shown as GB£, or GBP. Since the Great Decimalization of 1971, each pound is subsequently divided into pence or pennies; there are 100 pence per pound. The eight circulating coin denominations are the £2, £1, 50 pence (p), 20p, 10p, 5p, 2p and 1 penny – and Britain’s collectible silver coins share these values.   The British Royal Mint is the official Mint of the United Kingdom and one of the most technically advanced minting facilities in the world.  Using highly skilled artisans, the Mint…
	Silver Britannia Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=X9DLTTJ]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=OYKUL63]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin:40px 10px}She’s Great Britain’s big sister to America’s Miss Liberty, and her image has graced British coins of the realm for centuries – from the Roman Emperor Hadrian (117-139 AD) to Britain’s William III in 1696 and beyond.   The beautiful, timeless and elegant image of Britannia has remained a familiar and welcome presence on Britain’s coinage for almost 2,000 years as a symbol of pride and continuity that personifies one of the world’s most resilient nations.
	Queen's Beast Silver Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=NTJ6KL1]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=OBAEHJ0]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Introduced by the Royal Mint in 2016, the Queen’s Beasts coin series has quickly grown to be one of the most collected releases. As one of the world’s most respected Mints, the Royal Mint took time to create truly something regal when designing both the obverse and reverse of this ten coin series. Released at a rate of two per year, the Queen’s Beasts silver coin series commemorates the ten heraldic British statues that were created in 1953 to honor the newly-appointed Queen Elizabeth II.
	Other Silver Great Britain Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=HHPPX87]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=QTMVD0L]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Great Britain has a long history of minting precious metal coins – including many sparkling pure silver editions celebrating the extraordinary people and events in their country’s storied history.   Today, those silver coins are primarily produced at two centuries-old mints: Britain’s Royal Mint, the long-standing official government source of the country’s circulating coins, and the Isle of Man’s Pobjoy Mint, Europe’s largest, oldest and most prestigious private mint.   British coins from both mints offer collectors a wealth of pure silver choices – from special issue commemoratives celebrating special events such as Royal weddings, births and other historic milestones, to Asian lunar designs and proof versions of current circulating coinage – many in their original mint packaging!   Whether you’re searching for a precious gift of silver for a once-in-a-lifetime occasion, or just want to add pure silver coins from Great Britain to your collection, you’ll find that many of the most beautiful new releases are just a click away on Modern Coin Mart!



	Mexican Silver Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=I20E4GR]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=R25GN79]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}If it weren’t for Mexico’s vast deposits of silver and gold, the international powers of the 16th century might have completely lost interest in the New World.   But once its riches were discovered, there was no turning back – and in 1535, a royal order from the Spanish Crown established the Casa de Moneda de Mexico, now the oldest continuously operating mint in the Western hemisphere.   Mexico’s exceptional silver and gold coins have circulated around the world for more than four centuries, earning international prestige that the Mexican mint retains to this day.   One of its most celebrated creations?  The Silver Libertad – Mexico’s signature silver coin since it was first struck in 1982.   In Spanish, “libertad” translates to freedom or liberty.  The reverse of every Mexican Silver Libertad features an image of El Angel – the Winged Victory statue celebrating Mexico’s War of Independence that soars high on a pedestal in the center of Mexico City.  Behind her stand two volcanoes – Iztaccíhuatl and Popocatépetl.  Often compared to the America’s Lady Liberty, El Angel is also known as Nike (or Nicé) – a symbol of liberty in both battle and peaceful competition.  …
				View All Mexican Silver Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=I20E4GR]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=R25GN79]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}If it weren’t for Mexico’s vast deposits of silver and gold, the international powers of the 16th century might have completely lost interest in the New World.   But once its riches were discovered, there was no turning back – and in 1535, a royal order from the Spanish Crown established the Casa de Moneda de Mexico, now the oldest continuously operating mint in the Western hemisphere.   Mexico’s exceptional silver and gold coins have circulated around the world for more than four centuries, earning international prestige that the Mexican mint retains to this day.   One of its most celebrated creations?  The Silver Libertad – Mexico’s signature silver coin since it was first struck in 1982.   In Spanish, “libertad” translates to freedom or liberty.  The reverse of every Mexican Silver Libertad features an image of El Angel – the Winged Victory statue celebrating Mexico’s War of Independence that soars high on a pedestal in the center of Mexico City.  Behind her stand two volcanoes – Iztaccíhuatl and Popocatépetl.  Often compared to the America’s Lady Liberty, El Angel is also known as Nike (or Nicé) – a symbol of liberty in both battle and peaceful competition.  …
	Other Silver Mexican Coins
	Silver Libertads#html-body [data-pb-style=UUX5NB3]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=IGW4L21]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Whether you’re looking to assemble a set or stack them for their silver value, Silver Libertads are a beautiful coin to add to your collection. ModernCoinMart (MCM) has Silver Libertads available in their original Mint packaging, or certified by the major coin grading companies: The Numismatic Guaranty Corporation (NGC) and the Professional Coin Grading Service (PCGS). We offer an exclusive Mexico label on some of our NGC certified products, allowing a complete Mexican theme.
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			Silver Bullion#html-body [data-pb-style=VOV8QS0]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=JVDGK8L]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin:40px 10px}In addition to the extensive range of U.S. and world silver bullion coins that ModernCoinMart carries, we also offer other types of silver bullion products for the silver stacker. These include Silver Bullion  Bars and Silver Bullion Rounds in a variety of sizes to meet the needs of every silver stacker. These products come from the world’s leading government and private mints such as the Royal Canadian and Perth Mints, PAMP, Valcambi, Sunshine Minting, and many others. And we also have our own line of MCM-Brand Silver Bullion products. All of these bullion items are fully guaranteed to be genuine and contain the exact amount of silver indicated on the products at the stated purity level. All of which  are offered at our highly competitive prices and always come with free domestic shipping – no minimum order required.
				View All Silver Bullion#html-body [data-pb-style=VOV8QS0]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=JVDGK8L]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin:40px 10px}In addition to the extensive range of U.S. and world silver bullion coins that ModernCoinMart carries, we also offer other types of silver bullion products for the silver stacker. These include Silver Bullion  Bars and Silver Bullion Rounds in a variety of sizes to meet the needs of every silver stacker. These products come from the world’s leading government and private mints such as the Royal Canadian and Perth Mints, PAMP, Valcambi, Sunshine Minting, and many others. And we also have our own line of MCM-Brand Silver Bullion products. All of these bullion items are fully guaranteed to be genuine and contain the exact amount of silver indicated on the products at the stated purity level. All of which  are offered at our highly competitive prices and always come with free domestic shipping – no minimum order required.
	Silver Bullion Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=E9X46M2]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=NLHLWV8]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Silver has many uses in modern society from the creation of jewelry and silverware to electrical conductors, and of course, as a popular way to own precious metals. Silver bullion is defined as highly concentrated silver that is usually at least .999 fine and can include silver Bars, Rounds, and of course, coins.   Silver bullion coins represent somewhat of crossroads between coin collecting and silver stacking, as such coins are issued by sovereign Mints and are therefore legal tender. Such issues generally contain a standard amount of silver. The norm is one troy ounce, but sometimes fractional varieties exist.   Whether you want to add some ounces to your silver stack or want to add some intriguing designs struck by prominent world Mints to your collection, you’ll want to browse all our silver bullion coin inventory below.
	Silver Bars#html-body [data-pb-style=SPOXSQN]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=F8G1LHG]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Stacking silver is an increasingly popular way to diversity one’s overall financial assets.  Buying silver is also a way to own assets that are not tied to fiat, or paper, currencies.    In addition, many precious metals experts believe that silver may be the most undervalued of all precious metals from a long-term perspective.  Silver is used in a wide range of industrial, scientific, medical, and other applications such as jewelry, and as the existing supply of mined silver is reduced every year because of this situation, the amount of silver in the world will continue to shrink.   One of the best ways to stack silver is by purchasing silver bullion bars from MCM, which offers an extensive range of silver bars from the world’s leading mints and precious metal manufacturers at extremely competitive prices.  These silver bars range in size from 1 oz. to a kilo, and they are usually made of .999 or finer silver.    Silver bullion bars are often the best way to acquire the most silver for your money because they carry low premiums over the value of their silver content.  The larger the bar, the lower the premium in most…
	Silver Rounds#html-body [data-pb-style=J277AIU]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=RJ60F6V]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}The mining of silver began some 5000 years ago and was first discovered and excavated in what is now modern-day Turkey. Technological advances have helped drive production of this tangible asset to new heights and continued to increase its demand. With a finite supply, silver stackers are always drawn to the many available variations, including Silver Rounds.   Silver Rounds command extremely high demand in the marketplace and come in a wide range of coin-like designs. Silver rounds look similar to a coin in shape and design, are mainly found in 1 oz denominations and are typically made of .999 fine silver.  Fractional rounds have gained momentum. These types of rounds weigh less than 1 oz and have become an affordable choice for those interested in adding silver bullion to a portfolio. Most of these fractional rounds can be found in 1/10, 1/4 and 1/2 oz sizes.   Silver rounds differentiate themselves from silver bullion coins because unlike sovereign mint silver coins, rounds are produced by private mints and refineries and carry no face value or monetary denomination. However, each round is stamped with purity and the actual silver weight specifications – noting a definitive value. Many borrow…
	90%, 40% & 35% Silver Coins / Junk Silver#html-body [data-pb-style=R3URWGH]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=M1H5QP0]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}U.S. Silver Coins were minted for circulation until 1964 at which point the spot price of silver got so close to the denomination of the coins that is was no longer economically feasible to issue these coins.  In addition, people had begun hoarding silver coins as silver prices increased and especially after 1965, when silver coins were no longer made but could still be found in change.   1965 is when the U.S. Mint started to introduce which is known as copper-nickel or cupro-nickel coinage. That is what you find in your change today.



	Canadian Silver Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=LHFJG4J]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=NNE7R0V]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Canada’s first domestically produced coin was struck on January 2, 1908, at the Ottawa branch of Britain’s Royal Mint, created to deal with rapidly increasing gold production in the Yukon and British Columbia. In 1911, a refinery was opened to bring rough gold up to coinage standards. Throughout the Great War, the Mint produced the gold bars that Britain used to finance its war efforts.  The Royal Canadian Mint was born in 1931, when the entire enterprise officially passed to Canada.   Today The Royal Canadian Mint is known throughout the world as one of the most sophisticated minting operations, ranking along side the U.S. Mint, Australia’s Perth Mint and its close relative, The Royal Mint. Its incredibly advanced coin production technologies, as well as exceptional silver coins that are treasured for their purity, historic significance and craftsmanship. Canadian collector coins are struck meticulously, one by one in Ottawa – and many have received international numismatic awards.   Canadian coin designs celebrate the nation’s famous people, places and history, as well as technological and athletic achievements and offer a wealth of pure silver choices for collectors, young and old.   As a Commonwealth country, Canadian coins have…
				View All Canadian Silver Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=LHFJG4J]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=NNE7R0V]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Canada’s first domestically produced coin was struck on January 2, 1908, at the Ottawa branch of Britain’s Royal Mint, created to deal with rapidly increasing gold production in the Yukon and British Columbia. In 1911, a refinery was opened to bring rough gold up to coinage standards. Throughout the Great War, the Mint produced the gold bars that Britain used to finance its war efforts.  The Royal Canadian Mint was born in 1931, when the entire enterprise officially passed to Canada.   Today The Royal Canadian Mint is known throughout the world as one of the most sophisticated minting operations, ranking along side the U.S. Mint, Australia’s Perth Mint and its close relative, The Royal Mint. Its incredibly advanced coin production technologies, as well as exceptional silver coins that are treasured for their purity, historic significance and craftsmanship. Canadian collector coins are struck meticulously, one by one in Ottawa – and many have received international numismatic awards.   Canadian coin designs celebrate the nation’s famous people, places and history, as well as technological and athletic achievements and offer a wealth of pure silver choices for collectors, young and old.   As a Commonwealth country, Canadian coins have…
	Silver Maple Leaf Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=IFYBHOT]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=BWA1FUB]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin:40px 10px}Struck annually by The Royal Canadian Mint since 1979, Maple Leaf coins are one of the longest-running gold and silver series in the world – the series’ are Canada’s answer to U.S. Eagles, China Pandas and Australian Koalas, Kookaburras and Kangaroos.
	Other Silver Canadian Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=SJS09L0]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=MF1CJR7]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Count on ModernCoinMart to bring the best of the Royal Canadian Mint right to your door. Whether you’re looking for high-quality, affordable silver coins to add to your own assortment, or to mark a special occasion, you’ll find a wealth of choices that are sure to please nature lovers, history buffs, sports fans, and more!   Not only do silver Canadian coins celebrate their nation’s rich culture, historic milestones, and natural beauty, but each meticulously produced release encompasses The Royal Canadian Mint’s latest technological achievements, resulting in some of the most stunning examples of silver coins in the world.   Designed by Canadian artists and treasured for their historic significance and craftsmanship, many Canadian coins have received international honors over the years, adding additional shine to every coin and making each brand new release a valuable addition to your current assortment of world coins.



	Australian Silver Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=TKCF6OP]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=BIKHJ8I]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Australia’s Perth Mint is to coins what Switzerland is to fine watches: an unquestioned world leader. What’s their secret? Combining 21st century digital design and manufacturing technology to produce the highest quality collectible coins in the world. Bar none.   Australia’s oldest operating Mint was originally established as a branch of Britain’s Royal Mint in 1899 – and is now recognized internationally for their production of innovative precious metal coinage of the highest quality.  Today, the Perth Mint specializes in minting in both proof and uncirculated coinage,  producing annual releases in gold, silver, platinum and palladium. In 2012, the Perth Mint even won a Guinness World Record for minting a ONE-TON Australian Kangaroo Gold coin.   Australia’s latest silver coins showcase the nation’s iconic wildlife in their natural surroundings, including the renowned 99.9% pure Silver Kangaroo, Kookaburra and Koala coins, ranging in size from one oz. to 10 kilograms. New for 2016, the Perth Mint has released a first-ever 99.99% pure silver one oz. Brilliant Uncirculated Kangaroo, featuring the classic design featured on the Australian Kangaroo gold kilo release for more than two decades.   Each silver coin is issued as legal tender under the Australian Currency Act 1965 and depicts Her…
				View All Australian Silver Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=TKCF6OP]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=BIKHJ8I]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Australia’s Perth Mint is to coins what Switzerland is to fine watches: an unquestioned world leader. What’s their secret? Combining 21st century digital design and manufacturing technology to produce the highest quality collectible coins in the world. Bar none.   Australia’s oldest operating Mint was originally established as a branch of Britain’s Royal Mint in 1899 – and is now recognized internationally for their production of innovative precious metal coinage of the highest quality.  Today, the Perth Mint specializes in minting in both proof and uncirculated coinage,  producing annual releases in gold, silver, platinum and palladium. In 2012, the Perth Mint even won a Guinness World Record for minting a ONE-TON Australian Kangaroo Gold coin.   Australia’s latest silver coins showcase the nation’s iconic wildlife in their natural surroundings, including the renowned 99.9% pure Silver Kangaroo, Kookaburra and Koala coins, ranging in size from one oz. to 10 kilograms. New for 2016, the Perth Mint has released a first-ever 99.99% pure silver one oz. Brilliant Uncirculated Kangaroo, featuring the classic design featured on the Australian Kangaroo gold kilo release for more than two decades.   Each silver coin is issued as legal tender under the Australian Currency Act 1965 and depicts Her…
	Silver Wedge-Tailed Eagle Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=YQBQ3GQ]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=UE2F734]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}As a leader in the numismatic industry, ModernCoinMart is proud to offer the Wedge-Tailed Eagle releases, both raw in Mint capsules and certified by third-party grading services like the Numismatic Guaranty Corporation (NGC) and the Professional Coin Grading Service (PCGS). Limited supplies are available with ModernCoinMart’s exclusive Australia label. Don’t wait – Celebrate Australia’s rich history by adding a Wedge-Tailed Eagle to your collection today!
	Silver Kangaroo Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=CKO608U]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=QQ5T7Q8]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}In 1993, the world was going crazy for silver coins. The China Silver Panda was marking its first decade, while the U.S. Silver Eagle Coin was just entering its 7th year. Australia was one of the world’s top five producers of silver, so collectors were eager to collect silver coins from “Down Under”.   Just like the China Panda and U.S. Eagle, the Australian Kangaroo was the perfect symbol for an exciting new silver coin series the Australian government announced that year. The mintage for the first-year Kangaroo Silver Dollar was set at a maximum mintage of 150,000 coins – and Australia’s Silver Kangaroo hasn’t looked back since.   Over the last twenty-plus years, more than a million legal tender Kangaroo Silver Dollars have been pocketed by collectors all around the world. Their massive diameter, pure silver heft and one-year-only designs have made them incredibly popular and highly sought after.   The High Relief Silver Kangaroo first appeared in 2010 and is at least DOUBLE the heft of an ordinary coin – a full 6 mm thick! Very few coins in the world are struck as double-thick high relief proofs. It requires the use of tons of pressure in striking –…
	Silver Koala Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=TABQ4J3]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=CXYOUBV]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Silver Koalas are available at MCM in a variety of packaging. Raw coins are protected from the moment they are struck at the Mint by plastic capsules that fit snuggly around them. MCM also sends many Silver Koalas to be graded by the Numismatic Guaranty Corporation (NGC) or the Professional Coin Grading Service (PCGS). The high standards practiced at the Perth Mint during minting and the added protection of Mint capsules results in the Silver Koalas achieving very high grades from these 3rd party grading companies.   Unique designs every year, special collector strikes, various sizes, certification from 3rd party grading companies, and even exclusive labels only available at ModernCoinMart ensures the ease of selecting the high-quality coins collectors want. Shop our selection below to see what we have, and consider adding the popular Silver Koala to your collection today.
	Silver Kookaburra Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=FMXKMHU]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=M07RRTM]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Australia’s meat-eating kookaburras have been known to swoop in and grab a sizzling steak right off the “barbie.”  And when it comes to their namesake Australian Kookaburra Silver Dollars, those birds just might have the right idea!   Savvy collectors have snapped up these one Troy ounce, 99.9% pure silver coins ever since they were first released more than two decades ago in 1990. Australia’s original silver dollar is a coin that sells out, year after year – even after the world-renowned Perth Mint increased its mintage to help meet international demand.   But the Australian Kookaburra Silver Dollar is still one of the lowest annual mintage silver coins in the world (There are anywhere from 7 million to 39 million more Silver Pandas, Eagles and Maple Leaf coins issued each year).   Named for the noisy bird the Aussies dubbed the “Bushman’s Clock” for its laughing call at dawn and dusk, each legal-tender Silver Dollar Proof features a one-year-only design of the Kookaburra in its native habitat on the reverse, while the obverse, like all Australian coins, is graced with a portrait of Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth II by Ian Rank-Broadley.   Available as a Brilliant Uncirculated…
	Australian Silver Lunar Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=BW8M28Y]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=QJ1IOXG]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Whether you’re a mouse, a dog or a dragon, make Modern Coin Mart your first stop for Australia’s popular lunar coin series in 99.9% pure silver!   Launching in 1996 and originally produced only in gold, the series proved to be so popular with the world’s collectors that the Perth Mint added silver coins in 1999.   Based on the ancient Chinese 12-year calendar linked to the appearance of the new moon, each year’s  new silver coin  portrays an image of a different animal in each lunar cycle – an honored practice that dates back beyond 2,600 BC.    According to legend, the year you were born corresponds with a particular creature, which means you might expect to share specific personality traits – good and bad – with others born during that same lunar cycle.     Today, Australia’s Silver Lunar coins are highly coveted and collected worldwide – in no small part because they’re one of the few world lunar series to feature Ian Rank-Broadley’s official portrait of Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth II on their obverse.     By law, Australia’s Lunar Series coins must display the image of the Queen on the obverse. When the…
	Other Silver Australian Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=PTVI44U]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=IHCD8NA]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}As one of the top silver-producing countries in the world, Australia’s home to a variety of outstanding legal tender pure silver coins – and you’ll find many of the very best from both the Perth Mint and The Royal Australia Mint right here.   Choose from special issue silver coins celebrating the reign of Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth II, as well as the latest Royal offspring now in line for the throne – from her grandson, Prince William to her new great-grandchildren, Prince George and Princess Charlotte.   Or take your pick of Australia’s extensive range of silver wildlife coins: the Saltwater Crocodile,  Great White Shark and the Funnel-Web Spider – even colorized silver coins from the Age of Dinosaurs.   Look to Modern Coin Mart for all the latest issues and many more themes from the land “Down Under” – and order now for competitive prices, volume discounts, and free domestic shipping on every order!
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			Chinese Silver Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=X62685C]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=XOEMKJW]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Modern silver coins from China are very popular with collectors of world coins.   The most widely collected of these coins are the China Silver Pandas, which contain 1 troy oz. of .999 fine silver, and which combine a reverse design that is the same each year with a new obverse design with each issue. The obverse design almost every year depicts one or more Pandas, while the reverse side with the iconic Temple of Heaven in Beijing continues to be used on each coin. Bullion coins with changing designs are very popular with numismatic collectors and with those bullion buyers who are also interested in coins.  Over the years the silver Panda has assumed a very prominent place in the world silver bullion market and these coins are collected by an increasing number of people both around the world and increasingly also within China.   The China Silver Panda coin has been issued since 1982 and carries a denomination of 10 Yuan.  Its mintage has continued to grow over the years as the demand for these coins has exploded. During the 1980s and 1990s the coins were not as widely collected as they are today, and those issues…
				View All Chinese Silver Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=X62685C]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=XOEMKJW]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Modern silver coins from China are very popular with collectors of world coins.   The most widely collected of these coins are the China Silver Pandas, which contain 1 troy oz. of .999 fine silver, and which combine a reverse design that is the same each year with a new obverse design with each issue. The obverse design almost every year depicts one or more Pandas, while the reverse side with the iconic Temple of Heaven in Beijing continues to be used on each coin. Bullion coins with changing designs are very popular with numismatic collectors and with those bullion buyers who are also interested in coins.  Over the years the silver Panda has assumed a very prominent place in the world silver bullion market and these coins are collected by an increasing number of people both around the world and increasingly also within China.   The China Silver Panda coin has been issued since 1982 and carries a denomination of 10 Yuan.  Its mintage has continued to grow over the years as the demand for these coins has exploded. During the 1980s and 1990s the coins were not as widely collected as they are today, and those issues…
	Silver Panda Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=ISLNHLE]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}#html-body [data-pb-style=TSDJSLE]{display:none}When China releases its Silver Panda coin each year, millions worldwide swarm the market for these official 10 Yuan legal tender silver beauties from the People’s Republic of China.   Struck in 30 grams of 99.9% silver and measuring 40 mm in diameter, each features a distinctive reverse design of China’s celebrated and endangered black and white bear, as well as an obverse displaying the Temple of Heaven and the year of issue. Chinese and international collectors eagerly anticipate each issue’s unique one-year-only design – making Silver Pandas one of the most sought-after Chinese precious metal coins since their initial debut in 1983.   A Specialist’s Paradise, a Collector’s Playground   The China Mint first struck the silver panda series in 1983. Since that time, the series has been struck in various silver alloys ranging from 90% pure to the current .999 pure. Silver Pandas have been issued in a variety of finishes over the years, including a standard bullion business strike, as well as proof and satin finishes. Occasionally, there have been a small number of issues featuring mint marks and, for a time, a “P” privy mark to note that the coin is in proof finish. Some…
	Chinese Silver Lunar Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=M4O2399]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=CYKGYCX]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Silver Chinese Lunar Coins are available at ModernCoinMart (MCM) for the current year, as well as a small selection of backdates. These coins will be available certified by the Numismatic Guaranty Corporation (NGC), with special lunar year labels. From monkeys to dragons, MCM has you covered on your collection of Chinese Silver Lunar Coins.
	Other Silver Chinese Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=W7W00TO]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=BPGAVPB]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}China is best known for its iconic Silver Panda coins that are popular all over the world, but the Chinese Mint also issues other well received silver coins. These include a variety of annual Lunar animal coins based on the Chinese Lunar calendar’s 12 year cycle in which each year is a different animal. There are fan and rectangular-shaped and colored coins Lunar coins and many others.   Then there are the various Chinese silver commemorative issues that commemorate important events in Chinese history or Chinese achievements such as the landing of a probe on the moon. These coins are issued in low numbers and are very popular.   China also issues silver medals that are collected like coins. The most prominent such medals are those issued in connection with major coin shows around the world and those issued to honor the birth of new Pandas.   MCM is the place to get all these great Chinese silver coins.



	Austrian Silver Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=RQ254Q6]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=GEOSX9B]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}In 1194, England’s Richard the Lionheart paid 15 tonnes of silver to Duke Leopold VI of Austria. His cold hard cash did more than secure his freedom from a year of incarceration – it laid the foundation for the Austrian Mint.    Today, the Austrian Mint is one of the world’s oldest and most respected minting facilities, operating for the past 800 years in its current location in central Vienna. It’s a global player in the international minting industry and ranks among the world’s leading Mints – the sole manufacturer of circulating coinage to the Austrian people since 1988, as well as striking some of the world’s best-selling precious metal bullion, collector coins and medals.   Owned by the Austrian Central Bank, the mint’s historic building in the center of Vienna occupies one of the most prestigious locations in the Austrian capital.  But behind its classic facade lies a state-of-the-art production plant – where some 450 million coins are produced each year.  Here centuries of time-honored Viennese craftsmanship comes together with the world’s cutting edge technology – for new coins created to match or surpass the best of their historic counterparts.   Look to ModernCoinMart for all…
				View All Austrian Silver Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=RQ254Q6]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=GEOSX9B]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}In 1194, England’s Richard the Lionheart paid 15 tonnes of silver to Duke Leopold VI of Austria. His cold hard cash did more than secure his freedom from a year of incarceration – it laid the foundation for the Austrian Mint.    Today, the Austrian Mint is one of the world’s oldest and most respected minting facilities, operating for the past 800 years in its current location in central Vienna. It’s a global player in the international minting industry and ranks among the world’s leading Mints – the sole manufacturer of circulating coinage to the Austrian people since 1988, as well as striking some of the world’s best-selling precious metal bullion, collector coins and medals.   Owned by the Austrian Central Bank, the mint’s historic building in the center of Vienna occupies one of the most prestigious locations in the Austrian capital.  But behind its classic facade lies a state-of-the-art production plant – where some 450 million coins are produced each year.  Here centuries of time-honored Viennese craftsmanship comes together with the world’s cutting edge technology – for new coins created to match or surpass the best of their historic counterparts.   Look to ModernCoinMart for all…
	Silver Philharmonic Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=GJ7AYBU]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=SB0GUJH]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Mozart. Haydn. Beethoven. Schubert. Strauss. If you’re a classical music fan, those legendary Austrian composers and their unforgettable works probably rank right at the top of your favorite things.  But does your collection include the silver coin that celebrates that rich musical heritage?   Minted for the last 25 years and named for its country’s world-famous orchestra, the Austrian Philharmonic series made its debut in 1989 – with a 1 oz. gold coin that was immediately named  “Best Gold Coin” at the Coin of the Year Awards.   The 1 oz. Silver Philharmonic followed in 2008. Struck in 99.9% pure silver, this uncirculated coin has been a big hit with the world’s silver collectors ever since – even being recognized as the “Most Popular Coin” at the 2012 Coin of the Year Awards.   Austria’s legal tender 1.50 Euro Silver Philharmonic easily measures up to Canada’s Maple Leaf, Mexico’s Libertad, Australia’s Silver Koala – even the U.S. Silver Eagle!  (The 1.50 Euro denomination was chosen because 1 and 2 Euros are reserved for regular circulating coinage.)   The reverse of each Silver Philharmonic features an array of orchestra instruments in striking detail – including a string bass,…
	Other Silver Austrian Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=A6FVRBJ]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=NHKQAEA]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}While it may be best known for the 1 oz. 99.9% pure Silver Philharmonic Coin named for its country’s world-famous orchestra, the Austria Mint issues many more silver coins worth including in your collection.   Austrian coinage includes a wide range of collectible silver that reflects its country’s unique culture, history and accomplishments – from historic Maria Theresa Taler releases to all-new silver series showcasing Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Austrian Tales and Legends and Austrian Railways.   As one of the world’s oldest and most respected minting facilities, the Austria Mint has created some of the world’s finest coins for the past 800 years.  Today, it ranks among the world’s leading mints – striking circulating coinage for the Austrian people since 1988, as well as producing distinctive precious metal bullion, collector coins and medals. In its state-of-the-art production plant, centuries of time-honored Viennese craftsmanship meets the world’s latest technology to create the next generation of silver coins – each destined to be treasured and coveted in the future.    Look to Modern Coin Mart for all the latest Austrian silver coins available – and order now for competitive prices, volume discounts, and free domestic shipping on every order!



	More World Silver Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=IM548VA]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=TKHDW06]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}MCM carries a wide range of silver coins from around the world in addition to those from the leading mints in the U.S., Canada, China, Great Britain, Australia, and Austria covered in their own sections on this web site. Silver coins from smaller mints include both bullion and collector coins from countries such as Niue, New Zealand, the Cook Islands, Tokelau, Palau, Burundi, Tuvalu, and others.  In most cases these coins are minted by another country’s mint or a private mint in another country under the legal authority of the country whose name appears on the coin.   These countries are well known for issuing an extensive range of silver commemoratives, or what is called non-circulating legal tender coins, on almost every imaginable topic. Whatever your interest or passion may be, it is likely there is a coin or series devoted to that theme.   In addition, these coins are typically issued in very small numbers, adding to their appeal as collectibles, and they are struck to the highest quality standards.  They also employ an amazing range of innovative techniques, such as the use of color, glad plating, various types of inserts and inlays made of stones or…
				View All More World Silver Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=IM548VA]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=TKHDW06]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}MCM carries a wide range of silver coins from around the world in addition to those from the leading mints in the U.S., Canada, China, Great Britain, Australia, and Austria covered in their own sections on this web site. Silver coins from smaller mints include both bullion and collector coins from countries such as Niue, New Zealand, the Cook Islands, Tokelau, Palau, Burundi, Tuvalu, and others.  In most cases these coins are minted by another country’s mint or a private mint in another country under the legal authority of the country whose name appears on the coin.   These countries are well known for issuing an extensive range of silver commemoratives, or what is called non-circulating legal tender coins, on almost every imaginable topic. Whatever your interest or passion may be, it is likely there is a coin or series devoted to that theme.   In addition, these coins are typically issued in very small numbers, adding to their appeal as collectibles, and they are struck to the highest quality standards.  They also employ an amazing range of innovative techniques, such as the use of color, glad plating, various types of inserts and inlays made of stones or…
	Silver Krugerrands#html-body [data-pb-style=D31F8JJ]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=LSC1C7P],#html-body [data-pb-style=N2BX9PP]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Officially Distributed By ModernCoinMart   To celebrate the 50th anniversary of this flagship gold bullion coin, in 2017, the South African Mint struck the very first, legal tender Premium Uncirculated 1 oz. Silver Krugerrand!   In 2018, the South African Mint has made history again by releasing the world’s first-ever bullion Silver Krugerrand.{“@context”:”https://schema.org”,”@type”:”FAQPage”,”mainEntity”:[{“@type”:”Question”,”name”:”What Is a Krugerrand?”,”acceptedAnswer”:{“@type”:”Answer”,”text”:”Krugerrands are coins, primarily gold coins, minted by the Republic of South Africa. The first Krugerrands were minted in 1967 to help promote the country’s gold in international markets and are the most traded and used gold bullion coins in the global economy. Today Krugerrands are sought after by both coin collectors as well as precious metal stackers.”}},{“@type”:”Question”,”name”:”Why the Name “South African Krugerrand?””,”acceptedAnswer”:{“@type”:”Answer”,”text”:”The “Krugerrand” is a name that is derived from two different places: Paul Kruger, the former President of the South African Mint, and the rand (ZAR), the currency used in South Africa. The first South African Gold Krugerrand was minted on July 3, 1967, to promote South African gold that was produced by the country. The South African Gold Krugerrand has legal tender status in South Africa despite the fact that they were never assigned a specific rand…
	Niue Silver Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=UJOV9A7]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=XEDOMRO]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}A tiny country in the South Pacific Ocean with a population of just 1,600, the island of Niue lies 1,491 miles northeast of New Zealand within the triangle formed by Tonga, Samoa and the Cook Islands.   But despite its small size, Niue has recently emerged as a big player on the world’s collectible coin market – releasing 99.9% pure silver coins with officially licensed designs that feature everything from the classic Star Wars characters to Disney favorites like Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck and Cinderella.   As a member of the Commonwealth of Nations, each Niue coin features Ian Rank-Broadley’s portrait of Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth II on its obverse.   Silver Niue coins have been struck by the New Zealand Mint since 2008, and all are Niue legal tender. The New Zealand Mint has been minting legal tender commemorative coins, bullion and medallions for more than four decades. As New Zealand’s only precious metal Mint and one of the first world Mints to adopt the 99.99% standard for gold coin purity, the Mint takes pride in its high quality design and production work, adding even more luster to each of  Niue’s distinctive silver coins.    …
	Tokelau Silver Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=O8UTHUL]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=LTU8DGP]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Tokelau is a group of four atolls that are New Zealand territory. Many collector silver coins have been issued under the legal authority of Tokelau by the Pobjoy Mint, a private mint in the UK, and especially by Treasures of Oz, an Australian company founded in 2008 that releases a wide range of collector coins that are minted by a private mint in Germany.  Treasures of Oz says its mission is to increase cultural understanding among nations.    Tokelau is best known for the line of Chinese Lunar year coins that began in 2012, which has continued to expand in recent years.  Each year a range of different versions of that year’s Lunar issue are released, which typically includes reverse proof, regular proof, colored, gilded, and antique silver coins.  The designs that appear on these coins include some of the most well-regarded for that entire year’s Lunar releases from various countries.    Tokelau silver coin releases also include the Creatures of Myth and Legend series, a Zodiac series, recent releases such as Messages of Love, Lady of Fortune, World’s Most Romantic Cities, and others.   Silver coins from Tokelau are known for their high quality, pure silver…
	Tuvalu Silver Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=TL1O0OO]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=LNMTKP7]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Tuvalu is a Polynesian Island in the Pacific Island located midway between Australia and Hawaii. The Perth Mint in Western Australia produces some very interesting silver proof collector coins on behalf of Tuvalu that enable this small country that is part of the British Commonwealth to gain revenue from the licensing of its name.   The obverse of Tuvalu coins always features an effigy of Queen Elizabeth II, while the reverses feature depictions of various themes and subject matters.   Tuvalu coins include two MCM exclusive series that feature reverse designs that were produced by MCM artist Chuck Daughtrey, the Florida Panthers and Designers of American Coins series.  These coins are issued in limited numbers and sport great designs.   The popular and colorful Star Trek coin series that debuted in early 2015 is issued under the authority of Tuvalu, as is the hugely successful Gods and Goddesses of Olympus series of antique silver, high relief coins with striking, modern renditions of ancient Greek gods.    And other series minted by Perth for Tuvalu include the Deadly and Dangerous series of colorized coins, the Ships that Never Sailed, and Alice in Wonderland series, among others.   MCM carries…
	Cook Islands Silver Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=KNNB4B8]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=AJF48TG]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}The Cooks Islands consists of 15 islands in the South Pacific Ocean that are a self-governing dependency of New Zealand.   Although it is a very small country, a vast range of collector silver coins have been issued over the years under the legal authority of the Cook Islands. These silver coins are usually produced by the Mint of Poland, which is one the oldest Mints in the world that is known for its advanced technological capabilities and for minting coins on behalf of many other countries. The Pobjoy Mint, a private Mint in the UK, also issues coins for the Cook islands.   The themes of Cook Islands silver coins are virtually unlimited, and some of the recurring issues depicted on these often very colorful coins are art, famous world monuments, astronomy, the Chinese Lunar calendar, wars, famous ships, famous actors and actresses such as Marilyn Monroe and Marlene Dietrich, and many others.   Some of the most well-known Cook Island silver coin series include the Windows of Heaven series with real stained glass inserts, Masterpieces of Art  with beautiful color depictions of some of the world’s most famous paintings on 3 oz. coins, and the Lunar year…
	Palau Silver Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=CHY7MHM]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=RUQIOW5]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Palau is a group of about 100 islands located north of Indonesia and to the east of the Philippines. Silver Palau Coins are produced by Mints in other countries on behalf of Palau as a means to garner revenue from the licensing of the country’s name. Many recent issues from Palau are minted by Coin Invest Trust, a private Mint in Liechtenstein established in 1970, that produces high-quality collector coins for many other countries.   The most well-known Palau series is undoubtedly the Tiffany Art series.  The series began in 2004 under Liberian legal authority and in 2007 it switched to Palau.  These amazing coins, which depict famous, iconic architectural and artistic style such as gothic or neoclassical, include a window that is made of real Tiffany glass.  Many of the coins in this series have been very strong performers in the market, and these coins continue to receive awards and garner great interest from collectors.   Other Palau collector silver coin series include, for example, Mountains of Flora, the World of Wonders colorized series, the Marine Protection series with real pearl inserts, and many others.   MCM is your source for great collector silver coins from Palau.
	Burundi Silver Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=X3WTICJ]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=XHS0JLO]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Burundi is a landlocked country in the Great Lakes region of Africa that gained its independence in 1962.  It is one of the five poorest countries of the world and is a former French colony that continues to use the French franc as its currency.   Burundi only entered the world of collectible coins in 2015, when the African Lion coin silver series debuted. This series is distributed exclusively on a worldwide basis by MCM. The African Lion coins include both a bullion issue with a mintage limit of 50,000, and other versions that are issued in smaller numbers, which includes proof as well as gilt and colored proof coins.  Each comes with a certificate of authenticity.   The African Lion is an endangered animal, whose population has declined dramatically over the years.  It is the apex predator of the Sub-Saharan African plains and has been nicknamed “king of the jungle.”   This series is aimed especially at collectors who enjoy wildlife-themed coins. 
	Other World Silver Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=KYSSP20]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=SEI5MEL]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}When you’re looking for more world silver coins, sometimes a silver coin from a lesser known country could be just what you need. One of the most popular nations producing silver coins that you can find here is the Isle of Man. Their annually issued silver bullion coin is the Angel. Like other silver bullion coins from around the world, the Isle of Man Angel is made of .999 fine silver and weighs 1 Troy oz.   You can also find coins from Armenia here. While it is relatively new to the world bullion market, the Noah’s Ark bullion coin from Armenia has been well-received. Armenia has taken a similar approach to producing bullion coins as some other smaller nations, the coins are struck by a private Mint.   There are coins from a number of other countries you can find here as well. Some of these include Israel, Brazil, Equatorial Guinea, Mongolia, and the Central African Republic. While weights and fineness can vary, they all produce quality fine silver coins. These coins may not be widely collected just yet, but that just creates another reason to take a good look at what’s available.   Whether you’re…
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			U.S. Gold Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=BL8GSBC]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=K0F7IKR]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Obtaining gold coins is a rewarding and exciting experience that offers many different ways of assembling this beautiful and valuable metal.   The U.S. Gold Coin heritage is one of the most interesting chapters in America’s proud numismatic history. The United States has been striking gold coins for over 200 years! Manufacturing coins fueled the commerce and trade that built America, giving us some of our most coveted numismatic treasures in the process.   Stackers of U.S. gold coins often strive to obtain one type of every gold coin issue, while the bolder numismatist might quest to secure one of every coin minted in a particular series. Popular U.S. coin series include American Gold Eagles (the most desired gold coin in the world), American Gold Buffalos (America’s first .9999 fine gold coin), Modern Commemorative Gold Coins (honoring aspects of American history) and First Spouse Gold (featuring the First Ladies U.S. Presidents).   Pre-1933 Classic Gold Coins often have rich and fascinating histories, serving as monuments that tell the stories of America’s past.   American gold coins are frequently assembled based on grade, with the highest grade awarded to perfect condition coins as assessed by independent grading services such as Professional Coin Grading Service (PCGS) or Numismatic…
				View All U.S. Gold Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=BL8GSBC]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=K0F7IKR]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Obtaining gold coins is a rewarding and exciting experience that offers many different ways of assembling this beautiful and valuable metal.   The U.S. Gold Coin heritage is one of the most interesting chapters in America’s proud numismatic history. The United States has been striking gold coins for over 200 years! Manufacturing coins fueled the commerce and trade that built America, giving us some of our most coveted numismatic treasures in the process.   Stackers of U.S. gold coins often strive to obtain one type of every gold coin issue, while the bolder numismatist might quest to secure one of every coin minted in a particular series. Popular U.S. coin series include American Gold Eagles (the most desired gold coin in the world), American Gold Buffalos (America’s first .9999 fine gold coin), Modern Commemorative Gold Coins (honoring aspects of American history) and First Spouse Gold (featuring the First Ladies U.S. Presidents).   Pre-1933 Classic Gold Coins often have rich and fascinating histories, serving as monuments that tell the stories of America’s past.   American gold coins are frequently assembled based on grade, with the highest grade awarded to perfect condition coins as assessed by independent grading services such as Professional Coin Grading Service (PCGS) or Numismatic…
	High Relief Gold Coins
	Gold American Eagle Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=MIHMHBH]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=G0WTRVR]{margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}#html-body [data-pb-style=FYCDCQN],#html-body [data-pb-style=G0WTRVR]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll}When the United States Mint initially designed the American Gold Eagle Coins, they reached back into history and retrieved what many numismatists believe to be the best coin design ever: the obverse of the Augustus Saint-Gaudens designed $20 Gold Double Eagle minted between 1907 and 1933. The classic Type -1 reverse features a nest of eagles designed by Miley Busiek, commonly referred to as the Family of Eagle design. In mid-2021 the series saw its first major design change in this history of its issuance when the Type-2 design debuted, with a brand new reverse design created by Jennie Norris   This combination of classic and modern coin design has proven to be a winner. First minted in 1986, the American Gold Eagle Coin instantly became one of the most popular gold coins ever struck anywhere, anytime, a status that it retains to this day.   American Gold Eagles have been struck at the Philadelphia Mint in both Proof and Mint State finishes and at the West Point Mint in both Proof and Burnished finishes. The West Point Mint coins display a Prominent “W” mint mark.   The United States Government guarantees the gold content and purity of these coins. The…
					View All Gold American Eagle Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=MIHMHBH]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=G0WTRVR]{margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}#html-body [data-pb-style=FYCDCQN],#html-body [data-pb-style=G0WTRVR]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll}When the United States Mint initially designed the American Gold Eagle Coins, they reached back into history and retrieved what many numismatists believe to be the best coin design ever: the obverse of the Augustus Saint-Gaudens designed $20 Gold Double Eagle minted between 1907 and 1933. The classic Type -1 reverse features a nest of eagles designed by Miley Busiek, commonly referred to as the Family of Eagle design. In mid-2021 the series saw its first major design change in this history of its issuance when the Type-2 design debuted, with a brand new reverse design created by Jennie Norris   This combination of classic and modern coin design has proven to be a winner. First minted in 1986, the American Gold Eagle Coin instantly became one of the most popular gold coins ever struck anywhere, anytime, a status that it retains to this day.   American Gold Eagles have been struck at the Philadelphia Mint in both Proof and Mint State finishes and at the West Point Mint in both Proof and Burnished finishes. The West Point Mint coins display a Prominent “W” mint mark.   The United States Government guarantees the gold content and purity of these coins. The…
	1/2 oz. Gold Eagles#html-body [data-pb-style=BXNYFKJ]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=FSJURVO]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}ModernCoinMart carries 1/2 oz. American Gold Eagles in both collector and bullion versions. Coins graded by the Numismatic Guaranty Corporation (NGC) or by the Professional Coin Grading Service (PCGS) are an ideal option for those looking for a precise grade and professional encapsulation. Uncertified coins are carried exactly like they come from the U.S. Mint and offer a low premium over spot.
	1/10 oz. Gold Eagles#html-body [data-pb-style=K73R7S1]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}#html-body [data-pb-style=T4W5P3H]{display:none}In 1985, the Gold Bullion Coin Act of 1985 was passed and an official gold bullion coin of the United States was declared – the American Gold Eagle. According to this Act, the American Gold Eagle could only be struck using gold mined in the United States and refined to .9167 fine gold with a balance of copper. The U.S. Mint proceeded to strike the first American Gold Eagles in 1986, where they were issued in 4 different sizes: $50 1 oz., $25 1/2 oz., $10 1/4 oz., and $5 1/10 oz. Don’t miss this opportunity to start your own collection of $5 1/10 oz. Gold American Eagles!
	1/4 oz. Gold Eagles#html-body [data-pb-style=L745TFJ]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=H6T8KLD]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}ModernCoinMart carries 1/4 oz. Gold Eagles as bullion coins and their collector versions raw or graded by 3rd party grading companies such as the Numismatic Guaranty Corporation (NGC) or the Professional Coin Grading Service (PCGS). Single raw bullion coins will ship to you in protective mylar flips, while multiples of 40 will ship inside an authentic U.S. Mint coin tube. We offer a number of certified coins including options with very unique labels, many that are exclusive to MCM. Whether you enjoy encapsulation and professional grading or you just want the 1/4 oz. Gold Eagles with no frills and low premiums, we have the right coin for you.
	1 oz. Gold Eagles#html-body [data-pb-style=HMPIRGT]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=UTJKS09]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Issued since 1986, American Gold Eagles are by far the most popular gold bullion coin sold in the U.S. and are also a global leader in the Gold market. These American Gold Eagle coins are minted in a variety of finishes besides the standard bullion coin, including proof, burnished uncirculated, and reverse proof coins. Each of these coins is widely collected in ungraded and professionally graded form, and many people seek to build full sets of these coins.   Keep reading below to learn more about the American Gold Eagle. Whatever date or type of 1 oz. American Gold Eagle you may need, MCM is your #1 source for the best prices and service, free domestic shipping, and our guarantee that all items are genuine.
	Gold Eagles Sets



	Gold Buffalo Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=CFW3EKA]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=WMMYN7I]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}The American Gold Buffalo is one of the most spectacular gold coins ever struck by the United States Mint. This Gold Buffalo coin features a near exact rendition of the 1913 Buffalo Nickel, but minted in .9999 pure gold. The Buffalo Nickel struck between 1913 and 1938 is one of the most popular coins ever struck. It’s classic Wild West design of a Native American Chief and an American bison symbolize the American frontier, which was still prevalent in the American consciousness in 1913.   For decades, many numismatists lamented the passing of the Buffalo’s iconic design; however, in 2001, the U.S. Mint struck a Silver Dollar that replicated the nickel in both Brilliant Uncirculated and Proof condition. The coin was wildly popular with numismatists and sold out in a matter of weeks. Inspired by the success of the Buffalo Silver Dollar, the Mint reprised the design once again in 2006, making the American Gold Buffalo coin the first U.S. gold coin ever struck in .9999 gold.
	Modern Commemorative Gold#html-body [data-pb-style=ADBFPIJ]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=EKEGTE8]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Commemorative coins have been struck since the beginning of coinage back in ancient Greek and Roman times.  At a time before mass communications, they recorded and honored major events and passed along the news of the day. One of the most significant aspects of United States Gold Commemoratives is that they continue in the tradition of the ancient commemoratives in that with a very few exceptions, they all honor important people or historic events.
	Pre-1933 Gold Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=EC00EU4]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=GVKQT8N]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin:40px}Gold coins struck by the U.S. Mint prior to 1933 are known as Classic U.S. Gold Coins. They have a fascinating history that excites collectors, and their appeal has stood the test of time. Owning a complete assortment of these beauties is the goal of many serious numismatists.   Stacking Pre-1933 classic gold coins is an exciting and rewarding opportunity. The feeling of holding a hefty gold coin in your hand cannot be replicated. You can choose ungraded coins or coins graded by Professional Coin Graded Service (PCGS) and Numismatic Guaranty Corporation (NGC). PCGS and NGC graded coins are sonically sealed in acrylic holders to protect the coins forever. Either way, don’t miss the opportunity represented by these Pre-1933 Classic Gold Coins.
					View All Pre-1933 Gold Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=EC00EU4]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=GVKQT8N]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin:40px}Gold coins struck by the U.S. Mint prior to 1933 are known as Classic U.S. Gold Coins. They have a fascinating history that excites collectors, and their appeal has stood the test of time. Owning a complete assortment of these beauties is the goal of many serious numismatists.   Stacking Pre-1933 classic gold coins is an exciting and rewarding opportunity. The feeling of holding a hefty gold coin in your hand cannot be replicated. You can choose ungraded coins or coins graded by Professional Coin Graded Service (PCGS) and Numismatic Guaranty Corporation (NGC). PCGS and NGC graded coins are sonically sealed in acrylic holders to protect the coins forever. Either way, don’t miss the opportunity represented by these Pre-1933 Classic Gold Coins.
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	Great Britain Gold Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=IK38IWB]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=S3662MX]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Great Britain has a long and noble tradition of striking gold coins. In fact, that statement is literally true. One of the early British Gold Coins was actually called the Gold Nobel. The Nobel was the first British Gold Coin struck in quantity and was first minted during the reign of King Edward III in 1344–1346.  Even into Shakespeare’s time, the Gold Nobel was well recognized. In fact, it’s mentioned several times in Shakespeare’s plays.   In 1489 the most famous British Gold Coin of them all was authorized by King Henry VII, the British Gold Sovereign. In 1816, the Gold sovereign became the standard British Gold Coin, and with a value of one pound, it was struck all over the world during the 19th and 20th century and is still being minted today. These modern sovereigns display the most recognizable image of all for British coins: Saint George slaying the dragon, designed by Italian sculptor Benedetto Pistrucci.   Many other British Gold Coins were minted prior to the appearance of the modern Gold Sovereign. The Gold Guinea was minted between 1663 and 1814. It was the first machine-struck British Gold Coin (up to the 1660s all British…
				View All Great Britain Gold Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=IK38IWB]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=S3662MX]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Great Britain has a long and noble tradition of striking gold coins. In fact, that statement is literally true. One of the early British Gold Coins was actually called the Gold Nobel. The Nobel was the first British Gold Coin struck in quantity and was first minted during the reign of King Edward III in 1344–1346.  Even into Shakespeare’s time, the Gold Nobel was well recognized. In fact, it’s mentioned several times in Shakespeare’s plays.   In 1489 the most famous British Gold Coin of them all was authorized by King Henry VII, the British Gold Sovereign. In 1816, the Gold sovereign became the standard British Gold Coin, and with a value of one pound, it was struck all over the world during the 19th and 20th century and is still being minted today. These modern sovereigns display the most recognizable image of all for British coins: Saint George slaying the dragon, designed by Italian sculptor Benedetto Pistrucci.   Many other British Gold Coins were minted prior to the appearance of the modern Gold Sovereign. The Gold Guinea was minted between 1663 and 1814. It was the first machine-struck British Gold Coin (up to the 1660s all British…
	British Gold Sovereigns
	Gold Britannia Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=YAXOKB2]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=H9OEVI0]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}As your source for bullion and numismatics, ModernCoinMart is proud to offer a wide variety of gold Britannia coins. Many of these coins have been certified by third-party grading services, such as the Numismatic Guaranty Corporation (NGC) or the Professional Coin Grading Service (PCGS). Order these symbols of power for your collection today and enjoy free domestic shipping with no minimum purchase required!
	Other Gold Great Britain Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=HOMUQXB]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}#html-body [data-pb-style=TW512GP]{display:none}In addition to its most famous gold coin, the Gold Sovereign, Britain’s Royal Mint strikes a number of other coins in precious gold. The most wellnown is the Gold Britannia, struck from 1987 to the present in both Proof and Uncirculated versions.   Over the years, the Mint has struck many important commemoratives in gold. The 2012 Olympic Games Gold Commemoratives honor the games held in London during that year. Every year, the Mint strikes a series of commemorative coins in various metals, as well as reproduce these commemorative designs in an extremely limited edition Gold Proof set.   The Mint also strikes its regular definitive coins from 1 Pence through £2 Pounds in a special, annual gold proof set. In 2015, the Queen’s portrait on British coins changed for the fifth time during her sixty year reign. To celebrate this change, the Royal Mint issued a special definitive Double-Gold Proof set, containing all the coins bearing the fourth Queen Portrait combined with the new coins bearing the fifth portrait.   Other recent Royal Mint gold coins of note are the 2015 £5 Winston Churchill, the 2003 £5 50th Anniversary of the Queen’s Coronation, the 1990 £5 Queen Mother’s…
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	Canadian Gold Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=JR2E0D3]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=B8SQUNI]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}The Royal Canadian Mint is one of the most technologically sophisticated Mints in the world. It routinely strikes coins with .9999 fine gold and .99999 fine gold content. These “four nines” and “five nines” gold coins are among the purest gold coins in the world. In fact, very few Mints have managed to match the Royal Canadian Mint’s five nines gold purity. The Canadian Gold Maple Leaf is one of Canada’s most prominent gold coins.   The Royal Canadian Mint was established as a branch of Britain’s Royal Mint in Ottawa, Canada to refine the gold flowing out of gold rushes in the Yukon and British Columbia. In 1908, the Ottawa Branch of the Royal Mint, as it was known at the time, struck its first Gold Sovereign, displaying a portrait of King Edward VII and St. George slaying the dragon. The Gold Sovereigns struck in Canada are exactly the same as those struck in countless other Mints on five continents, with the exception of the Canada “C” mintmark found below St. George on the reverse. Only 636 of these 1908 Gold Sovereigns were struck.   The only Gold Sovereigns struck at Ottawa are those from Edward VII (1908-1910)…
				View All Canadian Gold Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=JR2E0D3]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=B8SQUNI]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}The Royal Canadian Mint is one of the most technologically sophisticated Mints in the world. It routinely strikes coins with .9999 fine gold and .99999 fine gold content. These “four nines” and “five nines” gold coins are among the purest gold coins in the world. In fact, very few Mints have managed to match the Royal Canadian Mint’s five nines gold purity. The Canadian Gold Maple Leaf is one of Canada’s most prominent gold coins.   The Royal Canadian Mint was established as a branch of Britain’s Royal Mint in Ottawa, Canada to refine the gold flowing out of gold rushes in the Yukon and British Columbia. In 1908, the Ottawa Branch of the Royal Mint, as it was known at the time, struck its first Gold Sovereign, displaying a portrait of King Edward VII and St. George slaying the dragon. The Gold Sovereigns struck in Canada are exactly the same as those struck in countless other Mints on five continents, with the exception of the Canada “C” mintmark found below St. George on the reverse. Only 636 of these 1908 Gold Sovereigns were struck.   The only Gold Sovereigns struck at Ottawa are those from Edward VII (1908-1910)…
	Gold Maple Leaf Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=NTE6U7B]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=XMU4HJ3]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}The Royal Canadian Mint’s Gold Maple Leaf series is one of the world’s most iconic Gold Bullion Coins. The Canadian Gold Maple is a legal tender coin that has a face value of CAD 50 and famously became one of the first gold bullion coins to be struck in the high purity of .9999 fine gold in 1982. Since they were first issued in 1979, these fine gold 1 oz. coins have quickly become a staple among both coin collectors and bullion stackers alike.   Keep reading to learn more about this iconic Canadian coin series and to browse our Gold Maple Leaf Coin inventory below.
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			Gold Bullion#html-body [data-pb-style=LASQFGC]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=T85CPAA]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}One of the most convenient ways to own gold is in the form of Gold Bullion. Over the centuries, Gold Bullion has been prized for its concentrated value, ease of storage, and ability to be transported. In addition, gold bullion of certified weight and purity is a fungible commodity. That means it’s able to replace or be replaced by another identical item. Gold Bullion is therefore mutually interchangeable. This is not the case with Gold Coins. Even with Bullion Coins, no two coins are exactly the same, and perfect-graded bullion coins have become highly sought after by collectors.   Gold Bullion exists as Gold Bars (also known as ingots) and Gold Rounds (both plain and commemorative) of various sizes. Gold Rounds are usually struck like a coin in One Troy Ounce size, although smaller and larger sizes exist. Gold Bars are either poured or stamped, and most gold weight issues larger than an ounce, which are not coins, are issued as bars. The most well respected gold bullion is that issued by Johnson Matthey, PAMP Suisse, Credit Suisse, Valcambi, Sunshine Minting, The Perth Mint, Engelhard and of course, Modern Coin Mart.   All gold bullion whether round…
				View All Gold Bullion#html-body [data-pb-style=LASQFGC]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=T85CPAA]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}One of the most convenient ways to own gold is in the form of Gold Bullion. Over the centuries, Gold Bullion has been prized for its concentrated value, ease of storage, and ability to be transported. In addition, gold bullion of certified weight and purity is a fungible commodity. That means it’s able to replace or be replaced by another identical item. Gold Bullion is therefore mutually interchangeable. This is not the case with Gold Coins. Even with Bullion Coins, no two coins are exactly the same, and perfect-graded bullion coins have become highly sought after by collectors.   Gold Bullion exists as Gold Bars (also known as ingots) and Gold Rounds (both plain and commemorative) of various sizes. Gold Rounds are usually struck like a coin in One Troy Ounce size, although smaller and larger sizes exist. Gold Bars are either poured or stamped, and most gold weight issues larger than an ounce, which are not coins, are issued as bars. The most well respected gold bullion is that issued by Johnson Matthey, PAMP Suisse, Credit Suisse, Valcambi, Sunshine Minting, The Perth Mint, Engelhard and of course, Modern Coin Mart.   All gold bullion whether round…
	Fractional Gold Bullion#html-body [data-pb-style=USHW22T]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=NI65AMI]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Bartering and investing in precious metals has been done for thousands of years and historically, one of the most stable opportunities has been gold bullion. Gold has stood the test of time more than any other form of currency. It cannot be artificially reproduced, is a scarce commodity and has an inherent value – giving it unprecedented longevity and making it an appealing investment.    Gold Bullion is available in many forms and varieties, including the Fractional Gold Bar.   Fractional Gold Bars are produced by a wide-range of manufacturers. Unlike coins, private mints produce them and their designs are often simple and plain. However, some Fractional Gold Bars feature stunning designs and beautiful motifs – providing some additional value to collectors.   The variety of sizes of gold bars is far greater than any other type of gold, part of the reason why they are extremely popular and recognized internationally. Fractional Gold Bars are categorized as a gold bullion bar containing less than one troy ounce of gold. Many fractional bars are weighed in metric units of 100 grams, 50 grams, 10 grams and 1 gram. Traditional imperial measures are still used on many Fractional Gold…
	Gold Bullion Bars
	Gold Bullion Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=X50YCL0]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=UVFNUUP]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Other Gold Bullion Coins includes all gold coins from all over the world that were issued by official government mints as their bullion coin issue. This practice has gone on for many years now, and ModernCoinMart (MCM) has a wide selection of these coins available right here!   Some collectors prefer to buy a “type” coin for each issue, while others try to complete a date set of particular issues. Either way you collect, this is the perfect place to either get started or continue your collection!
	1 oz. Gold Bullion#html-body [data-pb-style=IGRVB3J]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=FLA8X0S]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}1 oz. gold bullion bars are a very popular and convenient way to purchase gold. Some buyers prefer to purchase bullion gold coins because it suits their particular interest in coins, but if your main goal is to accumulate gold bullion at the lowest premium over gold content value, bars are generally your best option.   These gold bars are either struck or poured during their production, and they offer the owner a great way to obtain physical gold in a form that is easily stored or transported and in many cases is eligible for inclusion in precious metal Individual Retirement Accounts. Always check with your financial adviser or accountant regarding those accounts if you are considering opening one.   MCM offers 1 oz. gold bars from most of the world’s leading gold producers such as the Perth Mint, the Royal Canadian Mint, PAMP Suisse, Credit Suisse, and many others. Each of these mints or gold producers is well-known for their exceptionally high-quality products and has a long track record. Their bars are instantly recognized by gold buyers all over the world.   1 oz. gold bars are the most popular and frequently traded size of gold bar in part because spot gold prices…



	Australian Gold Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=W9SNJX8]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Australian Gold Coins have been minted ever since gold was discovered Down Under in the 19th century. In fact, Australia’s Gold Rushes are exciting and historic events, just like our California Gold Rush. And like our Gold Rush, those in Australia resulted in the minting of Gold Coins, right from the beginning and all the way up to the present.   These coins include the first Australian Gold Kangaroos minted at Port Phillip (now Melbourne), followed by vintage Gold Sovereigns struck at Branches of Britain’s Royal Mint in Sydney, Melbourne and Perth. The gold has never stopped flowing out of Australia’s mines, and it’s been used in the modern era to strike many Gold Coins including the Gold Nugget, the Gold Kangaroo, Gold Koalas, Modern Gold Sovereigns and many commemorative Gold Coins, including Australia’s Extensive Series Of Lunar calendar Gold Coins and a new on-the-scene issue, the Australian Gold Eagle.   The first Gold Coins struck Down Under feature the country’s iconic kangaroo, and were minted in the 1850s. These incredible rare coins have been reprised with the modern Smithsonian Port Phillip Kangaroo gold issue.   Gold Sovereigns were struck at the Sydney, Melbourne and Perth Mints in the 19th and early…
				View All Australian Gold Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=W9SNJX8]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Australian Gold Coins have been minted ever since gold was discovered Down Under in the 19th century. In fact, Australia’s Gold Rushes are exciting and historic events, just like our California Gold Rush. And like our Gold Rush, those in Australia resulted in the minting of Gold Coins, right from the beginning and all the way up to the present.   These coins include the first Australian Gold Kangaroos minted at Port Phillip (now Melbourne), followed by vintage Gold Sovereigns struck at Branches of Britain’s Royal Mint in Sydney, Melbourne and Perth. The gold has never stopped flowing out of Australia’s mines, and it’s been used in the modern era to strike many Gold Coins including the Gold Nugget, the Gold Kangaroo, Gold Koalas, Modern Gold Sovereigns and many commemorative Gold Coins, including Australia’s Extensive Series Of Lunar calendar Gold Coins and a new on-the-scene issue, the Australian Gold Eagle.   The first Gold Coins struck Down Under feature the country’s iconic kangaroo, and were minted in the 1850s. These incredible rare coins have been reprised with the modern Smithsonian Port Phillip Kangaroo gold issue.   Gold Sovereigns were struck at the Sydney, Melbourne and Perth Mints in the 19th and early…
	Gold Kangaroo Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=AJ1HVNS]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}#html-body [data-pb-style=BNHQXJ2]{display:none}The Australian Gold Kangaroo is one of the most poplar Gold Coins minted in Australia. Its origins date back to 1851, during the first Australian Gold Rush.  Centered near Port Phillip, now part of Melbourne, the gold flowed into the city. A mint was set up to strike gold coins featuring a standing Kangaroo. Not many were struck and they’re incredibly rare today, but the Port Phillip Gold Kangaroo was the first.   Gold never stopped flowing out of Australia’s mines, and in 1989 the Perth Mint began striking a new gold coin. The obverse showed a portrait of Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth II and the reverse featured a bounding red Kangaroo. It’s been minted ever since. The Kangaroo image has changed every year, and sometimes the coin shows one kangaroo, sometimes two. This makes the Kangaroo only one of two Gold Bullion Coins along with the Chinese Gold Panda that feature an annual design change. This ever-evolving Australian Gold Kangaroo image makes the Gold Kangaroo a great collectible Gold Coin, as collectors seek to assemble a collection with all the different dates and designs.   Of course, as the official Head of State in Australia, the…
	Other Gold Australian Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=RN4Y9I8]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=R95KKU6]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Australia is one of the largest gold producers in the world, and the continuous stream of the precious metal flowing out of Australia’s mines allows both the Perth Mint and the Royal Australian Mint the opportunity to strike a wide variety of Gold Commemorative coins.   The Royal Australian Mint strikes an annual Gold Proof set that features all of the country’s circulating coins struck in pure gold. The 2015 Gold Year Proof Set features six coins and has an incredibly low mintage of 100 sets. Other recent Mint issues feature Roadside animal warning signs for the Kangaroo and Emu. Like many commonwealth countries, the Mint has issued a 2015 three-coin gold set honoring the milestone event of Queen Elizabeth II becoming the longest reigning monarch in British history.   The Perth Mint has also struck a 2015 Longest Reigning Monarch Gold Proof. Its Discover Australia Gold Coin series features Australia’s iconic animals. These coins are struck in one twenty-fifth, one-tenth, and one-half Troy ounce sizes. A quite unique Treasures of Australia series features Gold Coins with lockets holding actual samples of the treasures such as beads of pure gold and pearls.   The most well known…



	Chinese Gold Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=X7ODDF0]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}#html-body [data-pb-style=TMA4TIS]{display:none}China’s modern gold coins have captivated collectors around the world, largely due to the introduction of the China Gold Panda In 1982. It’s the China Mint’s signature gold coin, but many Other China Gold Coins have been issued over the years, some in remarkably small quantities.   There are many different releases of the China Gold Panda coins available, including the 2008 Beijing Olympic Gold, the Dragon and Phoenix, The Unicorn, The Peacock, coins celebrating China’s goddess Guan Yin and of course, Lunar Series Gold, which depict the twelve animals of the lunar calendar.   The global desire for Chinese gold coins has grown steadily over the last 30 years. For the first 20 years of production, the world had most of Chinese gold coins to themselves, because it was illegal for Chinese citizens to own gold coins. This resulted with the majority of Chinese coins from this time period to be scattered around the world, making many of the pre-2000 issues extremely hard to find today.   When the law prohibiting Chinese citizens from owning Chinese gold coins was repealed, the market for Chinese gold coins grew steadily within China. Over the last few years, the China Mint has…
				View All Chinese Gold Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=X7ODDF0]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}#html-body [data-pb-style=TMA4TIS]{display:none}China’s modern gold coins have captivated collectors around the world, largely due to the introduction of the China Gold Panda In 1982. It’s the China Mint’s signature gold coin, but many Other China Gold Coins have been issued over the years, some in remarkably small quantities.   There are many different releases of the China Gold Panda coins available, including the 2008 Beijing Olympic Gold, the Dragon and Phoenix, The Unicorn, The Peacock, coins celebrating China’s goddess Guan Yin and of course, Lunar Series Gold, which depict the twelve animals of the lunar calendar.   The global desire for Chinese gold coins has grown steadily over the last 30 years. For the first 20 years of production, the world had most of Chinese gold coins to themselves, because it was illegal for Chinese citizens to own gold coins. This resulted with the majority of Chinese coins from this time period to be scattered around the world, making many of the pre-2000 issues extremely hard to find today.   When the law prohibiting Chinese citizens from owning Chinese gold coins was repealed, the market for Chinese gold coins grew steadily within China. Over the last few years, the China Mint has…
	Gold Panda Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=OP44IW8]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=YIBD599]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}First struck in 1982, the Gold Panda is the signature of the China Mint. The Gold Panda was the third gold bullion coin to capture a share of the world’s gold market, following in the footsteps of the South Africa Gold Krugerrand (first minted in 1967) and the Gold Maple (first minted in 1979).   The coin features China’s iconic Giant Panda on the reverse and the Temple of Heaven in Beijing’s Forbidden City on the obverse. Each year a new reverse design debuts showing the symbolic Panda Bear from a new perspective. The one-year-only designs have allowed for a great deal of variety in the series and gives collectors something to look forward to every year!   The Origin of the Gold Panda Series   China issued its first Gold Panda coins in 1982, in sizes of 1 oz., 1/2 oz., 1/4 oz., and 1/10 oz. of .999 fine gold. Beginning in 1983, another size was added, the 1/20 Oz. Larger Panda coins were issued in some years, weighing from 5 Oz. and 1 Kilogram. These famous coins are issued in Proof-like Brilliant Uncirculated quality with a different design each year. A freeze of the design was announced with the 2001…
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	Austrian Gold Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=A15MHT4]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=JMA2R4K]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}As one of the leading coin and bullion distributers, ModernCoinMart is proud to offer highly-graded and ungraded Austrian gold coins at competitive pricing. Because of the glowing shine that only gold has, collectors can easily admire every detail in Austrian gold releases. A real treasure, Austrian gold coins are an absolute must for any collection. Know you are getting the highest-quality gold content at the best price when shopping with ModernCoinMart. Add Austrian gold coins to your collection today!
				View All Austrian Gold Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=A15MHT4]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=JMA2R4K]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}As one of the leading coin and bullion distributers, ModernCoinMart is proud to offer highly-graded and ungraded Austrian gold coins at competitive pricing. Because of the glowing shine that only gold has, collectors can easily admire every detail in Austrian gold releases. A real treasure, Austrian gold coins are an absolute must for any collection. Know you are getting the highest-quality gold content at the best price when shopping with ModernCoinMart. Add Austrian gold coins to your collection today!
	Gold Philharmonic Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=WXKQHMO]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=TPU49TE]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}The Gold Philharmonic Coin Series is one of the most popular coins produced by the Austrian Mint. Composed of different weights of .9999 fine gold, Gold Vienna Philharmonics are exceptionally high quality coins with sharp designs making them one of the top selling bullion coins in the world. Whether you’re planning to purchase one for a stack or make an addition to a collection, MCM offers low prices with free shipping and no hidden fees.



	Other World Gold Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=KSD0HX5]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=T0T1TAA]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}In addition to the wide assortment of gold coins we carry from the world’s leading mints, MCM also offers modern gold bullion and collector coins from other countries around the world and a selection of classic gold coins from Europe and South America.   Some of the gold coins in this category include the very popular 1000 schilling Somalia Gold Elephant Coins, which feature a different design each year that is the same as the design on that year’s silver elephant coin.   There are also the Austrian Philharmonic Gold Coins, which are available in 1 oz. and fractional sizes as small as 1/25th oz. These coins are a tribute to the world famous Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, and are the leading European gold bullion coins and are denominated in Euros.   Others include collector gold coins such as the Lunar gold issues from Tokelau and other numismatic gold offerings from Palau, Niue, and the British Virgin Islands such as the Disney Princess and Peanuts issues.   Then there is the superb new 1 oz. gold coin from Cook Islands called Armillary. This highly innovative product is actually made of four interconnecting rings that each weigh 1/4 oz. of gold which can…
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			Great Britain Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=M9XB3EA]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=K5OVEOL]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Great Britain Coins have plenty of things to offer collectors – the Royal Mint has been in operation for around 1,100 years. From pennies to Sovereigns and Britannias, the major coins from Great Britain are easily recognizable.   One of the most popular British coins is the Silver Britannia. This coin provides government backed silver bullion, like the US American Silver Eagle. It shares another similarity with the Silver Eagle as well, it has had a number of collectible versions released over the years. Collectable issues of the Silver Britannia, like the proof version, tend to have very low mintage figures and excellent designs. The Silver Britannia is known for its changing proof design and it is made of .999 fine silver. While older Silver Britannias weren’t as popular due to their lower fineness, the modern version is an excellent choice for collectors or bullion stackers.   Like the Silver Britannia, the Gold Britannia is an excellent choice for collectors or stackers. Proof versions of both coins come with presentation packaging from the Mint. Graded versions certainly have higher values, but which one is right for you depends on your goals. The standard size for Britannia coins is…
	Canadian Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=FSCGBT9]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=LNXYGG9]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Canadian Coins are some of the most collected coins in the world next to those produced by the United States Mint. While Canadian coins are known to have collectible value, it is their high quality designs and metals as well as their variety that has brought them this popularity.   One of the most popular Canadian coins is the Silver Maple Leaf. This is a favorite of not only collectors, but also bullion buyers. On the bullion side, this coin is extremely pure with a fineness of .9999, and has a high face value of $5 Canadian. On the collector side, there have been quite a number of collectible Silver Maple Leaf coins issued. Some are proof, others are reverse proof, and others still have a unique design. Recently, the Royal Canadian Mint actually produced a low mintage Silver Maple Leaf that was the shape of a maple leaf instead of being a round coin. This was an instant hit and sold out at the Mint very quickly.   The Canadian Gold Maple Leaf is highly desirable as well. While there are fewer collectible issues, this is one of the world’s most well-known gold bullion coins. The Gold Maple Leaf…
	Australian Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=OL5Q3R5]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=ODLYENA]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Australian Coins are some of the most popular World Coins. Most of the collectible Australian coins are made by the legendary Perth Mint. The Perth Mint has a respectable history and its claim to fame is producing the world’s finest gold in 1957, which was .999999 fine.   The Perth Mint was created due to a need for gold refiners in Western Australia just before 1900. While the Perth Mint has a long history with gold, and Gold Australian Coins continue to be one of it’s main offerings, Australian Silver Coins are also very popular amongst collectors.   Australian coins and bullion products are among the finest available on the market. Gold bars from the Perth Mint are still quite popular among bullion buyers and widely recognized. Many collectors follow the Australian Silver Lunar and Australian Gold Lunar series. These coins have a new design each year and the designs follow the animals of the Chinese Zodiac. This series was actually such a hit that the 2nd Lunar series is now in production. Some of the most well-known Australian coins include the Australian Silver Kangaroo, Australian Gold Kangaroo, and the Australian Silver Kookaburra.   In addition to gold and annually issued coins, there are plenty of commemorative coins…
	Mexican Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=ET2L66H]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=W3GW6R4]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Mexican Gold and Silver Coins   Mexican Coins are almost as numerous and various as those from the United States. Mexican coins can be made of gold or silver, although their modern circulating coins have a clad composition.   Of all the coins produced by Mexico today, one of the most well-known is the Silver Libertad. The Mexican Silver Libertad is a government issued bullion coin. It is the Mexican equivalent of the American Silver Eagle or Canadian Silver Maple Leaf. The Silver Libertad is primarily a bullion coin, although the bullion issue is collected by some. The most collectible version of the Silver Libertad is the Proof Libertad. This coin may be available graded, when it is you can expect it to be graded by PCGS or NGC. The main draw to the regular issue of this coin is the fact that it comes in a variety of sizes. The best example of this is the 1 Kilo Silver Libertad. This coin contains 1 kilogram of silver, so it is much larger than a standard 1 Troy oz. Libertad. The 1 kilo size has low mintage figures when it is produced, typically in the 3 digit range. To put…
	Chinese Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=TSCWYEW]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=H2AG1S8]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Chinese Coins have something to offer whether you are looking for a long term addition to your collection or a few more bullion coins to stack. One of the main things that Chinese coins are known for is their beautiful finish, even on regular bullion coins. Of all the coins that are minted in China, the most popular is the Chinese Silver Panda. This coin is just as well-known as the American Silver Eagle and Canadian Silver Maple Leaf. Since it is so well-known, not only is it a top choice among bullion coins, but a great pick for collectors as well. The finish on a new regular Silver Panda is so great that many people think it’s a proof. The standard Silver Panda is a 1 oz. coin, but Silver Pandas can be found all the way up to 1 kilo. The variety of weights offered by the Silver Panda provide an excellent way to accumulate a lot of silver weight without buying bars or purchasing silver bullion from lesser known sources. For collectors, the Silver Panda has a number of years that the mintage was low enough to cause an appreciable increase in value. MCM has…
	Austrian Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=CI5YULV]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=NRX7I2R]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Some of the world’s most well-known coins come from Austria. While the Mint itself and its name have gone through various changes, it can be traced back to the year 1194 making it one of the world’s oldest Mints. One of the most popular silver coins on the world bullion market is the Austrian Silver Philharmonic. Like other sovereign silver coins, the Philharmonic is made of .999 fine silver and weighs 1 Troy oz. The Philharmonic is known around the world and is a great choice to add to your stack due to how many people know this coin. The design of the Philharmonic honors the world famous Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra. This coin was introduced to the market in 2008 and was an instant success.   The Austrian Mint also lays claim to one of the most minted coins in the world, the silver Maria Theresa Thaler coin. This coin depicting the famous Austrian Empress has been continuously struck since 1857, although the original was struck in 1741. The modern versions of this coin are still made of silver, although the fineness is less than sterling and the total weight of the coin is just over 28 g.…
	South African Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=KLC9JEJ]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=CDSTBWT]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}When anyone talks about South African coins, the first thing that many people think of is the Gold Krugerrand. The first Krugerrand was released by the South African Mint in 1967. Originally, the Krugerrand was created as a way to distribute South African gold. Gold is quite plentiful in South Africa and it hasn’t always been as in-demand as it is today. The Krugerrand was a major success and has since gone on to become one of the world’s most used gold bullion coins. It is also worth mentioning that the Krugerrand has a lower premium than many other gold bullion options. While Krugerrands can have value to collectors, this coin is a top choice for stacking. It is well-known around the world and extremely liquid as a result. If you’re looking for gold bullion coins, make sure the Krugerrand is somewhere at the top of your list. This 22 karat gold coin comes in multiple sizes as well.   The most popular South African coin may be the Krugerrand, but the South African Mint produces coins made specifically for collectors too. There is even a series of sterling silver South African coins, although the majority of collectible…
	Vintage World Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=F5QAQG3]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=CVS9N1Y]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}While modern world coins offer plenty of options for collectors with any budget, vintage world coins, also known as classic coins, are popular because so many of them are reminders of certain eras or events. Vintage world coins offer an enticing combination of characteristics and many of them are quite affordable as well.   Just as certain U.S. coins are a clear link to the past, such as the Peace Dollar, so are many vintage world coins. Quite a number of countries around the world have had a monarchy at some point or another and the majority of them incorporated the reigning monarch into the design of their coins. This theme can be seen easily with vintage coins from Great Britain. One side always shows the monarch who was ruling when the coin was struck.   Many of us only remember countries like the United States and Great Britain when we think of nations that have struck coins that are interesting to collect. However, there are a variety of Mints around the world with long histories. For example, the Mexico City Mint is the oldest in North America. Several Mints throughout Europe are over 500 years old,…
	Other World Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=KUS6MW7]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=ICBYBJD]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}You never know what kind of Other World Coins you’re going to find in our inventory. Other world coins could be from many countries around the world, and since they come from so many places there are always a variety of designs and metals available.   A large number of unique other world coins come from small Pacific nations such as Tokelau, Niue, Tuvalu, and Palau. While these countries do not produce their collector coins themselves, they are often made by larger more well-known Mints, such as the Perth Mint or New Zealand Mint. Coins from Pacific countries often have unique designs and low mintage figures. In fact, it is uncommon to see coins from these countries with mintage figures over 10,000 and many are far lower than that. It wasn’t long ago that these countries created quite a stir with their Disney Coins and Star Wars Coins. For some of these countries, collector coins make up a large portion of their economy so they do their best to produce what collectors want.   Gold and silver coins from Burundi, New Zealand, and the Cook Islands can be found here along with others. These countries may not produce enough coins to be prominently displayed, but they certainly produce…
				View All Other World Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=KUS6MW7]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=ICBYBJD]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}You never know what kind of Other World Coins you’re going to find in our inventory. Other world coins could be from many countries around the world, and since they come from so many places there are always a variety of designs and metals available.   A large number of unique other world coins come from small Pacific nations such as Tokelau, Niue, Tuvalu, and Palau. While these countries do not produce their collector coins themselves, they are often made by larger more well-known Mints, such as the Perth Mint or New Zealand Mint. Coins from Pacific countries often have unique designs and low mintage figures. In fact, it is uncommon to see coins from these countries with mintage figures over 10,000 and many are far lower than that. It wasn’t long ago that these countries created quite a stir with their Disney Coins and Star Wars Coins. For some of these countries, collector coins make up a large portion of their economy so they do their best to produce what collectors want.   Gold and silver coins from Burundi, New Zealand, and the Cook Islands can be found here along with others. These countries may not produce enough coins to be prominently displayed, but they certainly produce…
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			World Commemorative Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=LML1406]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=JV50UVU]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Commemorative coins are created just for collectors with very limited mintages and exceptional finishes. ModernCoinMart (MCM) offers a very large selection of these commemorative coins from all over the world. We have our coins certified by the Numismatic Guaranty Corporation (NGC) where they are examined by professionals in the field. We also offer a number of special themed labels exclusive to ModernCoinMart. Commemorative coins can vary greatly in size and composition. Their diverse range of topics and designs may be the most widely ranging field of coins in the study of numismatics. The fact that the subjects are commemorated through a physical – and usually quite valuable – coin, makes them especially appealing to collectors. Due to the range of subjects, commemorative coins make great gifts.
				View All World Commemorative Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=LML1406]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=JV50UVU]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Commemorative coins are created just for collectors with very limited mintages and exceptional finishes. ModernCoinMart (MCM) offers a very large selection of these commemorative coins from all over the world. We have our coins certified by the Numismatic Guaranty Corporation (NGC) where they are examined by professionals in the field. We also offer a number of special themed labels exclusive to ModernCoinMart. Commemorative coins can vary greatly in size and composition. Their diverse range of topics and designs may be the most widely ranging field of coins in the study of numismatics. The fact that the subjects are commemorated through a physical – and usually quite valuable – coin, makes them especially appealing to collectors. Due to the range of subjects, commemorative coins make great gifts.
	Wildlife and Sealife Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=HX7IJ95]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=WNBGEP9]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}ModernCoinMart (MCM) offers incredible, high-quality, wildlife and sea life releases within our always-growing inventory. With a wide selection of finishes, grades and denominations, MCM is proud to cater to animal enthusiasts world-wide. MCM specializes in providing outstanding customer service to shoppers while carrying coins that are in both high-demand and are representative of a better tomorrow. Many of the wildlife and sea life coins that we stock, encourages habitat conservation and wildlife protection. So whether you’re looking to make your contribution to our environment, shopping for a gift for an animal-lover or are looking to diversify your collection, Wildlife and Sea Life coins could be what you’re looking for. Purchase Wildlife and Sea Life coins today and take advantage of our free shipping!
	Sports and Recreation Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=JMNB0H8]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=C89YPD9]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}ModernCoinMart offers a wide variety of coins that feature sport and recreational designs. These coins present a unique opportunity to add your favorite pastime to your collection. These coins also make the perfect gift for the sport-enthusiast in your life.   Sporting events are staples in many cultures around the world. While sports may be purely recreational for some, others view sports as a way of life; many people will religiously follow the team of their country. Hockey, soccer, football, skiing, or watching the Olympics – whatever your sport – there’s a coin for everyone at ModernCoinMart.
	Science and Technology Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=A8AUOEJ]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=CXASI68]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}ModernCoinMart (MCM) has a large selection of coins commemorating science and technology; or produced by it! We offer the coins certified by the well-known and highly-trusted Numismatic Guaranty Corporation (NGC). Their numismatists have studied these coins and certified that they were in the top two grades. Commemorate the latest in minting technology with the latest Science and Technology Coins that ModernCoinMart has to offer. Act quickly to secure what you need for your collection!
	Holiday and Seasonal Coins
	Places and Landscapes Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=WPGRO14]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=KXCXWLW]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Whether a towering city skyline, an autumn forest, or a majestic man-made statue, the beauty of such a location can fill you with wonder. A number of exceptional coins have been struck by Mints all over the world that depict beautiful places and landscapes.   ModernCoinMart (MCM) offers Places and Landscape Coins commemorating beautiful landscapes or places around the world. We offer certification by the Numismatic Guaranty Corporation (NGC) and labels exclusive to MCM. Don’t hesitate to browse our selection and see if there is a coin that would make your collection a more beautiful place!
	People and Society Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=F6POWGB]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=U9OTJM5]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Coins are issued for many different purposes, and two of the most common are celebrating the lives of significant figures, past and present, and noting shared human experiences. Rather than paying homage to great ideas, nationalism or symbolism, these pieces honor the people and society itself. If you are looking for coins that can uplift and inspire you, the coins in this category can offer you some perfect opportunities. So take a look at this wide array of commemorative coinage. With so many incredible historical figures and meaningful bits of society, there is no doubt that you will find a coin that proves to be a perfect fit in your collection. Discover it now at ModernCoinMart!
	Movies and Entertainment#html-body [data-pb-style=EHA5A9S]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=J4DF78S]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Commemorate your favorite characters, heroes, and series with cinematic numismatics today. These coins can make the perfect addition to your collection, or the beginning of a new collection for someone else. Celebrate the memories and make new ones today by ordering from ModernCoinMart! Browse our inventory and continuing reading below!
	History and War Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=LOYAIAB]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=UM9J16L]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}ModernCoinMart (MCM) is happy to offer a large selection of coins honoring history. Since so many different Mints produce coins based on historic events, you have many options to choose from. We do our best to stock not only recent releases, but also backdates.   We offer coins certified by the Numismatic Guaranty Corporation (NGC), a major coin grading company. The experts at NGC will closely examine these coins, and grade them based on their quality. Since these coins are struck just for collectors, all the coins that we carry will only be in the two highest grades – 69 and 70. You’ll also find special labels many exclusive to MCM!
	Floral and Horticultural Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=HPCYHTQ]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=QQ6PP8Y]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Over the years, floral and horticulture has proven to be a popular theme on coins released by Mint’s all around the world. While these issues can differ greatly, leaving a huge variety to choose from, they always link back to the greenery of earth in one aspect or another. ModernCoinMart has sourced several of these key issues, which our now part of our broad selection. Take a look!
	Event and Festival Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=QTX9VIW]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=SQXSHKH]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}World Mints have a strong tradition of celebrating and commemorating noteworthy events and time honored festivals with the striking of coins for the occasions. This coinage later serves as stunning reminders of the event itself or of the celebration that we share to mark its anniversary. These exciting coins can add hours of enjoyment and spectacular visual appeal to any collection, not to mention the possible thrill of a low mintage issue or limited availability label or packaging. These coins may be part of your culture or history, and every one has a story to tell. ModernCoinMart is pleased to be your source for these amazing coins as you curate your growing collection.
	Art and Music Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=K39HPQH]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=OFKABP0]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Coins and art share the ability to display not only their physical attributes, but represent a culture, time, and place. Just as Aristotle once said, “The Aim of art is to represent not the outward appearance of things, but their inward significance.”   As a leader in the numismatic industry, ModernCoinMart is proud to offer a wide variety of coins that feature the arts and music. Find a coin for the artist or musician in your life, or something new for your collection today and enjoy free domestic shipping.
	DC Comics Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=YVDETFD]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=YXA6WLX]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Experience the world of DC Comics with precious metal coin commemoratives at ModernCoinMart. Browse our large assortment of various designs, certifications, sizes, and finishes for the perfect addition to your collection. Certified coins are professionally graded by the experts at Numismatic Guaranty Corporation (NGC) or Professional Coin Grading Service (PCGS) to ensure authenticity and quality.   Whether you are team Batman or team Superman, there is a coin for every devout coin collector and DC Comic fan alike! Be the hero of your own story and find justice in adding a stunning DC Comics coin to your collection. Shop our low prices now.
	Marvel Comics Coins
	Star Wars Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=F013M0Q]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=IUNQ92A]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}ModernCoinMart is proud to offer many, high-quality Star Wars coins. Available in memorable Original Government Packaging or certified by the Numismatic Guaranty Corporation (NGC), each Star Wars coin strongly captures the exciting essence of this incredible franchise. Every NGC certified coin has been expertly examined under extreme magnification by grading professionals so you can shop with confidence. We encourage you to secure your favorite Star Wars coin while they are still available from ModernCoinMart.
	Star Trek Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=IK7D0JU]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=RWJ8CV9]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}ModernCoinMart is proud to be an official, trusted distributor of Star Trek coins. With a large inventory of Star Trek releases, fans and collectors are able to browse variously priced options. As always, ModernCoinMart’s graded offerings are expertly certified by trusted grading services, Numismatic Guaranty Corporation (NGC) and the Professional Coin Grading Service (PCGS). Keep the Star Trek legacy alive by obtaining these stunning, Star Trek coins from ModernCoinMart.
	Harry Potter Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=O07R6KE]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=U14VJT2]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}The Harry Potter book series has enjoyed tremendous success, stimulating the imaginations of generations young and old alike. Not surprisingly, the film series that followed enchanted audiences of all ages. The movies raked in $7.7 billion at the box office, and as of 2008, book sales were estimated to be about the same. Ensuring that collectors could combine their favorite book and movie series with their favorite hobby, Niue issued, and the New Zealand Mint struck Harry Potter silver coins that celebrate the boy-who-lived and his time at Hogwarts. Keep reading below to learn more about the variety of Harry Potter coins waiting to be added to your collection! They also make excellent gifts for the Potter fanatic in your life.
	Disney Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=RW4VHQP]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=CYX6J1J]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Disney is perhaps one of the most instantly recognizable brands in United States history and today includes multiple theme parks, movies, both animated and live, resorts, cruise lines, streaming services and of course, memorabilia. Founded in 1926 by Walt E. Disney and Ub Ibworks, with the help of his brother Roy, the Disney name would go on to be synonymous with childhood, imagination, and of course, innovation.   Given the prevalence of the Disney brand and the nostalgia so many associate with it, it is no surprise that officially licensed Disney coins have made their way to the numismatic market and have become a hit with both collectors and Disney enthusiasts alike.   Disney coins are an easy way to introduce coin collecting to a loved one, especially children, but are sure to catch the eye of seasoned numismatists too. Keep reading below to learn more about our wide assortment of officially licensed Disney coins and bring some magic to your collection today.
	Chibi Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=TGM0Q3P]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=MWN47OX]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Chibi coins are relatively “new” in the world of coin collecting, with a fun pop culture spin that make them highly sought after for collectors who wish to indulge their fandoms. From Batman to Frodo, Chibi coins are growing in popularity with more added on a steady basis. Learn more about what makes a Chibi coin and what is currently available.   What Are Chibi Coins? Chibi is Japanese slang to describe something that is “short” or “diminutive”, usually referring to a person. In popular culture, however, the term is widely used to describe a specific style of caricature where characters are drawn in an exaggerated way, that being: small, chubby, and with stubby limbs and an oversized head.   Chibi coins are just that: 1-ounce coins that are 99.9% fine silver and are shaped like small, animated caricatures from pop culture properties and genres. Innovated and imagined by the New Zealand Mint, the Batman Chibi Coin was the first in their DC Comics Chibi Collection. They soon created a Harry Potter series, followed by a Star Wars series, and as of February 2021, Lord of the Rings is the latest property to receive its own collection series,…
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			Coin Collecting AccessoriesDo you have certified and slabbed coins from NGC and PCGS sitting around everywhere, maybe loosely thrown into a cardboard box? Then you need a box specially made to keep those coins secure. It doesn’t matter how much your coins are worth if you can’t maintain their condition. Keeping your slabbed coins in a box made for them is one of the easiest steps you can take to keep your collection safe. MCM offers these and other accessories for your coin collecting needs.
	Platinum / Palladium#html-body [data-pb-style=GE5208P]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=S38CJ1E]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Platinum & Palladium Coins and Bars   Platinum and palladium are both scarce, while being widely used in industry, jewelry, and other areas. Platinum and Palladium are also becoming increasingly popular with bullion and coin buyers, but those who want to stack or collect platinum and/or palladium don’t have nearly as wide a range of options as they do for gold and silver.   Three coins tend to dominate the platinum bullion coin market. They are the American Platinum Eagle (which until 2006 was available in four sizes like its gold counterpart, the American gold Eagle), Canadian Platinum Maple Leafs (which were also minted in fractional sizes until 2001), and Australian Platinum Koalas, which were later replaced with Platinum Platypus coins.   The American Platinum Eagle is minted in a 1 oz. proof for collectors with a new reverse design each year in addition to the 1 oz. bullion coin whose design does not change. Other platinum coins are minted around the world such as in some years the Chinese Platinum Panda and other coins, but the ones from the U.S., Canada, and Australia are seen most often.   Platinum is more commonly traded in platinum bar form, and the stacker has quite…
				View All Platinum / Palladium#html-body [data-pb-style=GE5208P]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=S38CJ1E]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Platinum & Palladium Coins and Bars   Platinum and palladium are both scarce, while being widely used in industry, jewelry, and other areas. Platinum and Palladium are also becoming increasingly popular with bullion and coin buyers, but those who want to stack or collect platinum and/or palladium don’t have nearly as wide a range of options as they do for gold and silver.   Three coins tend to dominate the platinum bullion coin market. They are the American Platinum Eagle (which until 2006 was available in four sizes like its gold counterpart, the American gold Eagle), Canadian Platinum Maple Leafs (which were also minted in fractional sizes until 2001), and Australian Platinum Koalas, which were later replaced with Platinum Platypus coins.   The American Platinum Eagle is minted in a 1 oz. proof for collectors with a new reverse design each year in addition to the 1 oz. bullion coin whose design does not change. Other platinum coins are minted around the world such as in some years the Chinese Platinum Panda and other coins, but the ones from the U.S., Canada, and Australia are seen most often.   Platinum is more commonly traded in platinum bar form, and the stacker has quite…
	Platinum Maple Leaf Coins
	Platinum American Eagle Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=FLOTEJG]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=SIX6QW5]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}While the American Silver Eagle and American Gold Eagle began production in 1986, the first American Platinum Eagle was not issued until 1997. Just like its gold and silver counterparts, the Platinum Eagle is issued by the United States Mint. As a U.S. Mint bullion coin, the weight and purity of each are backed by the United States government. All American Platinum Eagles are made of .9995 fine platinum. This coin is the only platinum bullion coin produced by the U.S. Mint. The bullion issue also happens to be IRA eligible.   Since the reverse design of the 1 oz. Platinum Eagle changes so frequently, the design of this series is an interesting subject. As mentioned, the bullion issue still displays the original reverse design. The obverse or front of the coin was designed by John Mercanti. John Mercanti is also known for designing the reverse of the Silver Eagle. The front of this series shows the Statue of Liberty. The view of this design offers a unique perspective, as if one were the same size and looking directly ahead, or with a close view from a helicopter. The date can be found on this side of the coin also. While the reverse…
					View All Platinum American Eagle Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=FLOTEJG]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=SIX6QW5]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}While the American Silver Eagle and American Gold Eagle began production in 1986, the first American Platinum Eagle was not issued until 1997. Just like its gold and silver counterparts, the Platinum Eagle is issued by the United States Mint. As a U.S. Mint bullion coin, the weight and purity of each are backed by the United States government. All American Platinum Eagles are made of .9995 fine platinum. This coin is the only platinum bullion coin produced by the U.S. Mint. The bullion issue also happens to be IRA eligible.   Since the reverse design of the 1 oz. Platinum Eagle changes so frequently, the design of this series is an interesting subject. As mentioned, the bullion issue still displays the original reverse design. The obverse or front of the coin was designed by John Mercanti. John Mercanti is also known for designing the reverse of the Silver Eagle. The front of this series shows the Statue of Liberty. The view of this design offers a unique perspective, as if one were the same size and looking directly ahead, or with a close view from a helicopter. The date can be found on this side of the coin also. While the reverse…
	1 oz. Platinum American Eagles#html-body [data-pb-style=VVB6G5Y]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=DGB61MR]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}The 1 oz. Platinum Eagle was first released in 1997. While this is an annually issued U.S. Mint bullion coin, there were several years that the collector favored proof issues were made available while the bullion issues were not minted.The standard 1 oz. Platinum Eagle is an excellent choice for bullion buyers as the content and purity are guaranteed by the U.S. government. In addition to bullion and proof issue Platinum Eagles, the 1 oz. size has had a number of burnished issues as well. Any bullion coin from the U.S. Mint with a burnished finish is popular with collectors and tends to sell very quickly. The bullion issue of this coin shows the same design on the front and back each year it is produced. The design of the bullion issue today is the same as it was when it was introduced in 1997. However, the collectible proof and burnished Platinum Eagles have a different design on the reverse each year. The obverse design was created by John Mercanti, but the reverse designs of the collectible issues have been created by a number of designers. Each of the reverse designs on the collectible 1 oz. Platinum…
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	Other World Platinum Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=K0HF61O]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=TE51NKJ]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}When you’re looking for something more for your collection, a platinum coin might be just the thing. It looks great, it has intrinsic value, and often platinum coins come in a variety of sizes. Other world platinum coins can be many things. You won’t find any Platinum Eagles or Platinum Maple Leaf coins here, but these coins could be from a variety of Mints. For instance, Australia, China, Russia, and the Isle of Man produce platinum coins as well. On the other hand, the platinum coins found here may also have collectible value due to their low mintage figures. A great example of this is the Chinese Platinum Panda. Chinese Panda coins are quite collectible regardless of their composition. However, Platinum Pandas can be extremely difficult to find. The Platinum Koala is produced by the Perth Mint in Australia and is a great option among other world platinum coins.   If you’re looking for platinum to add to your collection or stack on a budget, many of the world’s platinum coins are available in fractional sizes. While smaller coins carry higher premiums, the cost of a single coin is much lower. MCM is constantly buying so we can give you the…






	
			Proof and Mint Sets#html-body [data-pb-style=ARXXHEM]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=TS8NFB5]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Proof and Mint Sets offer many options for collectors of all stripes. While collectors often think of proof and mint sets as meaning exclusively regular proof and mint sets, a variety of types have been produced over the years.   The first United States Mint proof set was made available to collectors in 1936, although at that time collectors had to purchase 1 of each coin on the same order to receive a set.   Today, a variety of beautiful and collectable proof sets are available. Some of the most popular are Silver Proof Coin Sets. The first of these sets was issued in 1992. Silver proof sets are exactly what they sound like. If a proof set would normally contain a half dollar, quarter, dime, nickel, and cent for that year, a silver proof set would contain a silver half dollar, quarter, and dime in addition to the standard nickel and cent. Some silver proof sets are released as more collectable options of a series, such as the America the Beautiful silver proof sets. These sets contain each design released during the year, but the quarters are silver instead of clad. Silver proof sets are very collectable…
				View All Proof and Mint Sets#html-body [data-pb-style=ARXXHEM]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=TS8NFB5]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Proof and Mint Sets offer many options for collectors of all stripes. While collectors often think of proof and mint sets as meaning exclusively regular proof and mint sets, a variety of types have been produced over the years.   The first United States Mint proof set was made available to collectors in 1936, although at that time collectors had to purchase 1 of each coin on the same order to receive a set.   Today, a variety of beautiful and collectable proof sets are available. Some of the most popular are Silver Proof Coin Sets. The first of these sets was issued in 1992. Silver proof sets are exactly what they sound like. If a proof set would normally contain a half dollar, quarter, dime, nickel, and cent for that year, a silver proof set would contain a silver half dollar, quarter, and dime in addition to the standard nickel and cent. Some silver proof sets are released as more collectable options of a series, such as the America the Beautiful silver proof sets. These sets contain each design released during the year, but the quarters are silver instead of clad. Silver proof sets are very collectable…
	Prestige Proof Sets
	Silver Proof Sets#html-body [data-pb-style=SW7A7MT]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=IO6L6XA]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}The United States Mint stopped producing silver coinage for circulation in the 1960s. While silver was no longer present in 1965 quarters and dimes, some remained in Kennedy half dollars for a few more years. When silver was removed from United States coins, demand for it grew which led to more than just the production of the American Silver Eagle.   Proof sets have been available from the United States Mint since 1936, although they were much different then. Once silver was removed from circulating coins, it wasn’t until 1992 that the demand for silver became so great the first U.S. silver proof set was issued.   Silver proof sets are very popular among collectors, and why wouldn’t they be? A silver proof coin will look better than a proof clad coin any day. The extra eye appeal is an additional bonus to the increased inherent value of the silver. Today a variety of silver proof sets are available. Some of them are standard proof sets which contain silver dimes, quarters, and halves in addition to the standard proof coins. Others are produced as part of a specific series, like the America the Beautiful quarters silver proof…
	Clad Proof Sets#html-body [data-pb-style=S8KO1VM]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=YRYOIFG]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Among Silver Proof Sets and Mint Sets, Clad Proof Sets are the most numerous. Since proof sets have been available since 1936, and coins have had a clad composition since 1965, there are a wide variety of clad proof sets available.   Clad proof sets are some of the most easily affordable coins to add to any collection.While the standard for the present time is a 14 piece set, during the early 2000s both 5 piece and 10 piece clad proof sets were produced.   Many clad proof sets have had high mintage figures. While this doesn’t detract from the visual appeal of the coins, it has kept prices low.   In addition to standard clad proof sets, today there are a number of clad proof sets from specific collections as well. The best examples of this are the clad America the Beautiful proof sets. Clad America the Beautiful proof sets contain clad proof versions of each design released during that year.   Clad proof sets are a convenient and affordable option if you’re looking to add Proof and Mint Sets to your collection.
	Mint Sets#html-body [data-pb-style=AT9DJV6]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=A9GEXKA]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Mint Sets, or U.S. Mint uncirculated coin sets, are one of the most popular annual products from the Mint. The first Mint set was released in 1947 and they’ve been popular since.   There are a number of reasons for their popularity, one of which is the price. Mint sets are very affordable. This makes them a great choice to add to your collection regardless of how long you’ve been collecting. Mint sets are one of the most affordable ways to add multiple coins to your collection quickly. Another advantage of Mint sets is that they offer an easy way to own a brilliant uncirculated version of each coin produced for circulation that year. They’re even already protected by the original packaging for you.   One of the most distinct features of current U.S. Mint sets is the fact that each set actually contains 2 sets of coins. Each modern U.S. Mint uncirculated set contains 1 set of coins from the Philadelphia Mint and 1 set from the Denver Mint. Some older Mint sets contain a single set of coins, such as the Special Mint Sets of 1965-1967.   Practically any Mint set is a great choice…






	
			Copper Coins and Bullion
	Exclusive Offerings
	Gifts for Coin Collectors#html-body [data-pb-style=MXJTIFG]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=U9XOVK8]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Do you have a friend, loved one, or acquaintance who carries a passion for collectible coins or bullion stacking but are having trouble finding the right gift for them? Look no farther! In this category, we’ve gathered a wide variety of gift ideas for the collector in your life. Gifts for coin collectors could include a coin dated from the year of one’s birth or the year of a graduation, or another special occasion. Such a gift not only serves to mark an event but immortalizes that special time in precious metals so it can be remembered and enjoyed for years to come. Keep reading below to get some gift ideas for the collector in your life and to browse our carefully selected gift inventory below.
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	Lunar Coins#html-body [data-pb-style=QPGGAOC]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll}#html-body [data-pb-style=DEYT7PO]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=IBK2OWU]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}#html-body [data-pb-style=RHWCJPI]{text-align:center;border-style:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=GW23ELD],#html-body [data-pb-style=THSIY3S]{max-width:100%;height:auto}@media only screen and (max-width: 768px) { #html-body [data-pb-style=RHWCJPI]{border-style:none} }Since 1981, Mints from all over the world have released their own version of the traditional Chinese lunar calendar. Such releases have been dubbed Lunar Coins and are composed of an impressive array of designs struck to commemorate every year in the calendar. Lunar coins are heavily influenced by ancient Chinese tradition, and are beloved all around the world!   According to the China Lunar calendar, people would share traits with the animal they are born under. Whether that is true or not we cannot say, but we do know that these coins are great collectibles! The sharp designs, brilliant colors, and yearly releases from multiple World Mints make Lunar Coins an excellent option to collect. Additionally, buying a fellow collector a coin commemorating the animal they were born under, could make an exceptional gift!   January 22, 2023, will ring in the next year of the Chinese zodiac, the Year of the Rabbit, and mints around the world kick off the celebration with its famous lunar bullion series. Collectors can expect to see silver and gold issues from the Perth Mint, the…
	Medals and Tokens#html-body [data-pb-style=M0NYNN5]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=P2I2SPQ]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Although most coin collections are composed entirely of… coins, many contain what is known as “Exonumia.” These are collectible numismatic items that are not coins, paper money, or legal tender at all. This includes tokens, medallions, and a number of similar collectible numismatic items.   While not coinage, medals and tokens are still very collectible and can certainly be very valuable. Their topics, their stories, and their use across history, can make medals and tokens interesting pieces to add to a collection. ModernCoinMart (MCM) is proud to offer a good selection of these Exonumia collectibles, which are perfect for starting a set or filling in gaps you may have. Have a look – we could have just the piece you need!
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	KOMSCO#html-body [data-pb-style=ACGJ66W]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=DIDIFYB]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}The Korean Minting and Security Printing Corporation, otherwise known as KOMSCO, began operations during the Korean War on October 1, 1951. Their main focus is not only on minting coinage, but also on printing paper money, stamps, and securities. They also produce identification and security products with an emphasis on anti-counterfeiting technology. They are a contract Mint and have produced coinage and other products for over 40 nations.   They established a technologically advanced production facility in Gyeongsan in 1975. They produce circulation coinage, commemorative coinage, medals, cultural artifacts and bullion products, including their .9999 fine gold Orodt bars, both for domestic and international markets.
	Perth Mint#html-body [data-pb-style=X93J71A]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}#html-body [data-pb-style=FYLVGQ3]{display:none}Opened in 1899 in response to the discovery of gold deposits in Coolgardie and Kalgoorlie, the Perth Mint was the third Australian branch of The Royal Mint. The other two facilities have since closed, giving this Mint a unique link to its country’s past. The Perth Mint stands today as one of the world’s most respected producers of precious metals coins. The Mint’s rich history includes the production of gold that was nearly six nines (999.999) fine , which remains an exceptional standard in the industry over sixty years later. Britain retained jurisdiction over the Mint until 1970, when it was transferred to the Government of Western Australia. The manufacturer’s modern era began in 1987, when it was tasked with creating gold, silver, and platinum Australian legal tender. Today, the Mint also produces a variety of proof quality coins.   Coins struck at the Perth Mint bear a “P” Mint mark that collectors throughout the world have come to associate with outstanding quality and stunning beauty. Even outside of Australia, collectors eagerly anticipate new releases from this Mint and anxiously await the opportunity to hold those coins in their hands. Take a look through the options that…
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			Austrian Mint#html-body [data-pb-style=EQW1BOT]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=YQTU382]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}The Austrian Mint or “Münze Österreich“ in German is located in Vienna, Austria and strikes not only circulating Euro denominated coinage, but also acts as a contract mint for foreign countries. It is a recognized world leader in the design and production of proof, Commemorative, and Bullion coinage.
	Lithuania Mint
	Private Mint#html-body [data-pb-style=WYPFQQ4]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=INUIW4J]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Sovereign coins form the foundation for most collectors, but private Mints provide additional options. In fact, some collectors prefer to purchase their precious metals from private Mints for a variety of reasons. Premiums on private issues are usually, but not always, lower than those offered from government Mints. Some love them for their sleek, clean look, while others appreciate the fact that they often have unique inscriptions which collectors cannot get on government issues. Take a look through some of our private mint products and see whether any of them could have a place in your collection.
	SilverTowne Mint#html-body [data-pb-style=U6PTGWU]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=MCFNPAK]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}SilverTowne is one of many Private Mints in the United States. They are based in Winchester, Indiana. The history of SilverTowne goes back to 1949, although it wasn’t until the early 1970s that they began to mint some of their own products. That being said, that makes SilverTowne one of the oldest private Mints in the U.S. Today, they are widely known for consistently producing high quality Silver Bullion products.   Is SilverTowne a Reputable Mint?   SilverTowne Mint is among the oldest private Mints in the United States. They’ve been making high quality silver bullion products since 1973, and they are both well-known and trusted by many widely trusted today. If you’re looking for an excellent silver bullion with an appealing design or a piece for a special occasion, SilverTowne might be just the Mint for you.
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			China Mint#html-body [data-pb-style=NPDPV4P]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=NU33DTP]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Operated by the People’s Bank of China, the China Mint has emerged as one of the most popular sources of gold and silver coins anywhere in the world. With twenty-two offices in addition to its technical center spread around the country, it produces coins issued by the People’s Republic of China. The Mint has been in operation for more than half a century. It’s products feature anti-counterfeiting features with which collectors should familiarize themselves before buying from the secondary market. The Mint is known for producing coins that are at the forefront of numismatic developments, often incorporating new elements that other mints have yet to offer.   The China Mint brings together the latest minting techniques and stunning artistry with one of the world’s oldest and richest civilizations. Each new issue, bullion or collectible, attracts both new and seasoned collectors, and the Moon Festival Panda series in particular has hobbyists anxiously anticipating what new and exciting elements may be introduced. Be sure to look through our coins from the China Mint for new additions to a growing tradition and some of the latest and greatest design elements in the world of numismatics.
	Mexican Mint#html-body [data-pb-style=A0GHSDS]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}#html-body [data-pb-style=PRHSEAQ]{display:none}Casa de Moneda de Mexico has the distinction of being the oldest Mint in the Americas. The Spanish Crown issued a decree that a Mint be established, so viceroy Antonio de Mendoza established the original facility in 1535. The Mexican Mint has a rich history that is virtually unparalleled by any other world Mint. In fact, its silver 8 reales coins and their successors, the silver peso, were so widely circulated throughout Asia and the Americas during the 19th century that they formed the foundation of several of the world’s most important currencies. These include but are not limited to the Chinese yuan, the Japanese yen, and even the U.S. dollar. While the Mint spent most of its time rooted in Mexico City, it has operated exclusively in the State of San Luis Potosi since 1983.   The long and important history of the Mexican Mint continues today, and each piece from it, including modern ones, shares in that history. Be it one of the historic coins that formed the basis for modern currencies or its stunning current bullion series, a coin from the Mexican Mint should be a part of every collection. Peruse our selection today…
	Royal Canadian Mint#html-body [data-pb-style=OF3SXEH]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=UKAMTUO]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}The Royal Canadian Mint (RCM) is indisputably one of the leading lights in the bullion coin and collectible numismatic realm today. It enjoys the reputation of a groundbreaking innovator and talented artisan producer of some of the most coveted coin series on the planet. The main duty of the RCM is to produce and provide circulation coinage. Today, the RCM also acts as a contract Mint for nations with no Mint of their own. They are one of the foremost refiners of silver operating today, in addition to offering assay services. They strike collector coins, bars, tokens, medallions, and medals in gold, silver, platinum, palladium and base metals. Collector coins from the RCM are popular and range in subject matter from famous comic book super heroes like Superman and Batman, to issues featuring Canada’s historic contributions to nearly every field of human endeavor.
	South African Mint#html-body [data-pb-style=JCH1WO9]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=GV1CX08]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}The South African Mint strikes all of the coins issued by South Africa. This Mint is associated with their national bank as well as the Rand Refinery. Today, all of the bullion that is sent to the South African Mint to be struck into coins comes from the Rand Refinery. Neither of these facilities are new to the coin and bullion world, the South African Mint was founded in the 1890s and the Rand Refinery came about in 1920. Both of them are quite trusted in markets all around the globe. The Rand Refinery is actually the largest refining complex in the world today.   The South African Mint is among the most notable Mints in the world today. Their coins are high quality and can stand next to any other pieces on the market. Coins from this Mint are an excellent choice if you’re looking for something from another nation and you want a high quality specimen, especially if historical themes are appealing to you.
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			Highland Mint
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	Royal Mint#html-body [data-pb-style=C43CYVT]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=YYK5962]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}Few world Mints have as illustrious a history as The Royal Mint. From the hammered silver pennies of Alfred the Great first struck around 886 A.D., to one of the most recognized gold coin ever struck, the British Gold Sovereign first issued in 1817, to the fantastically popular Queen’s Beast and Britannias of today, few organizations can claim such a legacy and record of achievement.   The roots of The Royal Mint started with disparate small coinage operations over England and Scotland, but grew to a global powerhouse minting coins on five continents for an empire on which the sun never set. They founded what would become the Royal Australian Mint, the Royal Canadian Mint in Ottawa, the Perth Mint, and the South African Mint…all now independent and still striking coinage and bullion products for their countries and the rest of the world today.   The Royal Mint is responsible for striking all of the circulating coinage in Britain today and also acts as a contractor for coinage production for smaller countries. It has struck stunning and sought after coins of numismatic interest including the Gold Spade Guinea, the Gold Military Guinea, and the Gold “Unite” which marked the union of Scotland and England…
	U.S. Mint#html-body [data-pb-style=B0KWPD5]{display:none}#html-body [data-pb-style=VSIYXG4]{justify-content:flex-start;display:flex;flex-direction:column;background-position:left top;background-size:cover;background-repeat:no-repeat;background-attachment:scroll;margin-top:40px;margin-bottom:40px}The United States declared independence in 1776, but it wasn’t until 1792 that the U.S. Mint was formed. The first U.S Coins to be struck came off the dies in 1793. Some of the earliest presses used by the Mint were actually powered by horses. Steam powered equipment wasn’t available until later. Production was slow and quite limited by the technology of the era. This is in stark contrast to the U.S. Mint as we know it today.   Now that the U.S. Mint has been striking coins for over 225 years, it’s a massive operation with facilities across the nation. While other U.S. Mint facilities have come and gone over the years, the current branches include Philadelphia, Denver, San Francisco, and West Point.   With the help of modern technology and a large staff, the U.S. Mint now produces billions of coins each year. The majority of these coins are intended for circulation, but collectible coins still make up a fair portion of their overall production.   The U.S. Mint is a top choice whether you’re looking for collectible coins or bullion. Their coins are consistently very high quality and a number of appealing designs are released each…
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©2024 ModernCoinMart.com (MCM), is a retail distributor of coin and currency issues and is not affiliated with the U.S. government. The collectible coin market is unregulated, highly speculative and involves risk. MCM MAKES NO WARRANTIES, REPRESENTATIONS, OR PROMISES AS TO ITS PRODUCTS EXCEPT THOSE SET FORTH IN ITS TERMS AND CONDITIONS, AND NO IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS ARE MADE. Prices, facts, figures and populations deemed accurate as of the date of publication but may change significantly over time. All purchases are expressly conditioned upon your acceptance of our Terms and Conditions; to decline, return your purchase pursuant to our Return Policy. © All rights reserved.
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